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ABSTRACf
Quite often change initiatives fail to produce desired outcomes. Subsequently,
cducationalleadc:n must look closdy at past change efforts in ord« to uncov« reasons for
success or failure. In addition, leaders who wish to be successful at change need. to be current
in their thinking and find ways to practice the theories they espouse
Indeed, there exist a gulf between espoused theory and theory in practice. Leaders
in today's ever changing field ofeducation must gain an understanding of this 'gap' and find
ways to connect current thinking with practice. In the words ofSenge (1990), there needs
to be a "shift ofmind" within leaders, a shift from traditional top-down models of leadership
to more current practices; a move towards building learning organizations.
This paper folio provides a better understanding of this ··shift of mind" through an
examination ofthe litennure in reIalion to principles and practices employed in the field. This
is accomplished through an examination of the implementation of the Learning to Learn
policy, in 1991 by the Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Education. and a detailed
account of the former Green Bay District's implementation ofthis policy
Chapter one provides an overview of the paper folio. outlining its purpose and
contributions to the field of leadership for change. It also speaks to the uniqueness of
Green Bay District's employment of itinerant teachers as teacher leaders in the change
process. TIlis was a new role for itinerants, one that was unique to Green Bay District's
iii
implementation of the l.caming 10 Learn policy.
Chapter two exposes the leaders role in the change process as it pertains to the
implementation ofchange in a school setting. A case study approach is employed to help
leaders see the pitfalls of inadequate 1eadcmup and the highs of success. This approach is a
valued tool in cducationaI studies(Ashbalgh and Kasten, 1991; Gonan and Snowden. 19(3).
It provides leaders with real-life problems of which current thinlcin8 can be applied.
Chapter three uncovers some of the principles and practices employed within the
change process that led to successful or unsuccessful implementation of the Learning to Learn
policy at the provincial and district levels. It points to 5Uccesses and failures as they relate
to current thinking on leadership for change
Chapter four provides an actual accounl of an itinerant leacher's experiences as a
teacher leadc- tJying to implement the Learning to Learn poIiC) at the school level. This
penonal account provides a window into the suc.cesses and failures which accompany any
change process. II examines the problems encountemi and the type of leadership employed
to overcome the barriers to change.
Collectively, this paper folio provides educational leaders with concrete examples of
how aurent thinking fosters 'real' change; and points to principles and practices employed
al all levels of the education system, that are conducive to successful program
implementation. As an added bonus. this folio fleshes out problems within the change
process., such lIlat leaders may become aware of these pitfalls in order to avoid them.
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CHAPTER ONE
latrodttctioa
When I entered the masters program for educational leader'ship. I had very linle
thearetical knowledge of lhe change process and only a working knowledge of the role of
leaders in lhis process. During my first courses., I struggled 10 cope in class settings where
experienced slUdents often quoted or referred 10 respected writers in the field of study.
However, I quickly became engrossed in reading and as I moved through the program I
developed a good knowledge of current literature. Coming from the field. I brought
experience and examples upon which I could attach these newly discovered thearies of
educational change. This., along with my thirst for knowledge., were my major assets.
Nearing the end of my program. I felt I could look back at my previous experiences
as an administrator. as an itinerant teachef" and as a classroom leacher. in both the former
Green Bay lmewued SchocX Distrit1 and Vtsta School District. and identify parallels and/or
inconsistencies bctwccn lhose experieoces and wrn:nt thinking in the area ofleadcnhip for
change. I found myself asking questiOn5: Why did this go so welt? Why did Ihis fail? In
answering these questions I explored the connections with the literature., a skill developed
through exposure in the graduate program. Putting theories into practice is the real
work of leaders and therefore leaders engaged in any change process must have an
understanding ofcurrent thinking in this area. The ability to examine the implementation of
new programs within the school system allows educational leaders 10 identify current as
well as outdated practices.
Looking back at my experiences as an itinerant teacher for resource-based learning
in the Green Bay Distriet.. I recognized the complexity of the leadership role within the
change process. With Ihis in mind I searched for evidence in the liten.ture that spoke to the
suc:cesses ofthe Green Bay District program. For me, theory is useless ifit is not applicable
to the real world of education. I also searched for evidence of successful employment of
these theories in the~ to questions surrounding the implementation process undertaken
in Gm::n Bay. Why was this distria ab4eto sucx:eed at: implementing resource-based learning
while other districts struggled? How. despit:e numerow failed anempts at change over the
past decade. did Ihe Department of Education and the Green Bay District overcome the
baniers to change? Were they, in fact, adhering to CUTTeflt thinking on educational change?
What was unique about this approach? What principles and practices did they employ to
ensure successful implementAtion of this prognm?
Despite the noted success in Green Bay. there were also setbacks and hindrances 10
the change process. In keeping with the Iitcn:nae. wtw problems were encountered and why
did they exist? Did they stray &om o..urmt tbinIOng in some instances? The answers to lhese
and other questions prov;dod the evidence needed to expose a definite connection between
current literature and the change process employed in Green Bay District.
In this paper folio, I reviewed eurreot literature on leadership for educational change
in order to gain a better undemanding ofthe implementation process. More specifically. I
examined the irnpIemerution ofmoun;:c-based kaming at the provincial district and school
levels., with a focus on the former Green Bay Integnted School District. In chapttn two,
three and four of this~ folio I endeavoured to answer- the above questions by exposing
current thinking about change IhTough a case study analysis.. by examining Department and
District policies and practices; and by taking an in--depth look at !he role of the itinerant
teacher in the change process.
Rationale
Whit did I brip, 10 Ibit work·
I believe I brought a great deal to this research. In education we take on a number
of roles and with each one comes responsibilities. As we fulfill these roles we acquire a
greater UI1dentanding of the environment in which we open.le. This broader undemanding
enables us to conm1lttte a great dea!lo OUT profession.
As astudem nearing the c:nd ofthe master.> prognun I brought a knowledge orculTC1lt
thinking in the area oflcadel"Ship for change. I also brought the knowledge of peers whom
I have interacted with over the past three years. In addition., I brought the desire for
continued learning instilled in me by professors in the Masters of Educational leadership
prognun.
As a former itinerant teacher l brought the expc:ric:nc:e of working with other teachers
in lhe6eld I abo brought a better understanding of their needs, their frustrations and their
desire to be valued. In addition.. I had hands-on experience with the change process which
enabled me to relate OJrrent theory to prac:rice.
As at~ and administn10r I brought five years ofexperience working w;th district
personnel, leachen, students and parents. [brought first-hand knowledge of the pitfalls
encountered during change and an understanding of the mismatch between depanment-
marw:1atedchange and current lhinking in this area. Finally, I brought experience of working
within a system which is in a constant stale of change, change that is mandated., not
cultivated.
What did Ilqm"
More often than not change initiatives fail to produce the desired outcomes. This
statement is aitically important for leaders engaged in, or wishing to engage in the change
proc:css. Educationalleadc:rs f1'lU$Ilook closdy at past change efforts in order to uncovtt the
reasons for success or failure. In addition, leaders who wish to be successful at change need
10 be CUJTeflt in their thinking and find ways to practice the theories tbey espouse.
Indeed, there exists a gulf between espoused theory and theory in practice. As a
leader in teday's ever changing field of education, one must gain an understanding of this
'gap' and find ways to conoecl o.trTmt tbinIcing with practice. In the words ofSenge (I 990),
there needs to be a "shift of mind" within leaden., a shift from traditional top-down models
ofleadership 10 more CWTeI1t practices; a move IOwards building learning organizations.
In researching and writing this papel" folio I gained a better understanding of this
..shift ofmind'" by examining the literature in relation to principles and p11ldiocs employed in
the fidd. In chapter two, through a synthesis of the litentw"C.. I revi~ the leader's role in
the change process as it pertains to the implementation of change in a school setting. In
chapter lhree I uncoVC'ed some of the principles and practices within the change process that
led 10 successful or unsucoessfuJ implementation of resource-based. learning at the provincial
and district levels. The impact of the ac:tionsofleaders in l.his change initiative was examined.
Finally, in chaptCJ" four I exposed the role ofthe teacher leader in implementing change. The
itinerant teacher must conduct him or herself appropriately 10 ensure successfuJ
implemerttarion OCCUB. Ther"e were many lessons learned and adjustments made throughout
the implernentation process. Many problems wee enoounrered and strategies were employed
to overcome these baniCf's to change. Since there was a oonsidenble overtap in the reference
list for each paper. for presc:ntation in this folio. a single reference list was created and put at
the end ofpape!" three.
In conclusion. through writing this Folio. I achieved a broader understanding of
leadership for change, one that affords me the opponunity for a successful career in
educational leadership.
Statement or Purpose
How does tbis Plnc:r foljo coptribute to the fidd of cduCltjoqal Igdmhjp"
l1tis papeI" folio colllains an exploration of recent literature on leadership foc- change
and a synthesis of current thinking in this field. It addresses the ~shift of mind" that is so
badly needed among educational leaders today. This is needed today because we are in an
era of continuous change and upheaval.
A case study approach was employed 10 help educational leaders see the pitfalls of
inadequate leadership and the higlu ofsuccess. This approaclJ is a valued tool in educational
studies(AshbaugbandKastcn.I991;GortonandSnowden, 1993). Ilprovidcsieaderswith
real.tife problems ofwhich current thinking can be appIJed According to Senge (1990), it
provides the practice often missing in building learning organizations. This paper folio helps
leaders bridge the gap between theory and practice by critically exposing principles and
prac:tices thai. have been employed in recent years. [t points to successes and failures as they
reiate to current thinking on leadership for change.
An actual account ofan itinerant teacher's experiences as a teacher leader trying to
impkment change is pro\'idc:d. 1bs personal account provides a window into the successes
and failures which accompany any change process. It examines the problems encountered
and the type ofleadership employed. to overcome the barriers to change.
Conc:crivdy. ttis paper folio provides educational leaders with concrete examples of
how a.urent thinking fosters ·real' change, and points to principk:s and practices employ«(
at all levels of the education system, that are conducive to successful program
implementation. As an added bonus, this folio Reshes out problems within the change
process., such that leaders may become aware of these pitfalls in order to avoid lhem.
Scope
This paper folio examines Ihe concept ofleadership for change as it pertains to the
implcrnentarion ofresource-based learning methodologies at (he department. distrid, school
and individual levels.
FIlSt., it focuses on current writings ofacademics in the fidd such as Brown (1993),
De Pree(I989), Futlan (1995). leithwood(I995), Maerotf(I993), Peel & Wallcel" (1994),
Senge(I990), Sheppard (1995), and others, to provide a conceptual lTameworit for
examining case studies. A synthesis of these writers' thoughts will provide a clear direction
for funher examination of educational change initiatives.
Next, this paper folio uncovers the principles and practices employed at all levels of
the education system through a detailed look at policy development and implementation
strategies as it pertains to the introduction of rcsource·ba.sed learning methodologies. UnIts
to the literature. or lacJc there of, are also discussed here. with a focus on implications for
leadCl'3.
Finally, this paper folio ewnines the role ofthe itinerant teal::heI- in the change process
through an analysisofone penon's ccperience. Again, successes and failures are highlighted
with respect to the Iiterarure to provide a clear picture of what one should or shouldn't do as
a leader engaged in the change process.
Summary
Throughout the past decade.. the Newfoundland education system has been in a
constant Stale of flux. One change initiative after another has managed to find its way into
our schools. Operating in this era ofcontinuous change places tremendous ~nsibilityon
leaders in the fidei. Leaden are seen as catalySIs for change in a process searching for a
driving force. However. one must be cognizant of the dual effect of a calalyst; that which
speeds up a process or slows it down. This definition COfItains significant implications for
leaders engaged in any change initiative. The nature of the catalyst is determined by the
leadership style. In this way, the style employed may lead 10 progressive change or act as a
hindrance. This paper folio exposes the "eatalyst" for what it is and what it ought to be. The
leadership style needed in today's changing education system is realized through the
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devdopment ofa better understanding ofthe change process.
Understanding the change process is airical to successfuJ leadenhip in today's
education system. Change is all around us. predominantly fuded by a combination of school
improvement and school assessment initiatives. More and TnOl'"C. educational leaden are
finding themselves in situations requiring some type ofchange. whether it be in auria..IIum
and instruction, physical structure., staffing, reorgani2ation, and the list continues.
Paper onc provides a look into the realities of change in the Newfoundland school
system. Through case study analysis of a typical school setting in rural Newfoundland,
connections are made 10 current thinking for educational change. The case study approach
proWies a backdrop, a picture oftodays schools, upon which aUTent theories are placed as
a means [0 determine applicability to real world situariOM. Leaders are given an example of
how to practice their sIcills without fear of failure. 1be importance orthis practice cannot be
overstated. Only in practice can one begin to undemand the roles and determine the
principles and practices conducive to effective leadc:ntUp fOl'" change. Linking Jlter.ltU1'e to
reatity is an irnportar( step in trying to gain a better understanding ofchange. The case study
provides a playing field and out ofthi! field comes a synthesis of current thinking about the
change process, one which helps the reader gain a more complete understanding of
leadership for change. Armed with this understanding. the reader is better equipped 10
anaJyse the implementation of resource-based learning at all levels ofthe Newfoundland
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education system, the topic of papers two and three.
Overlhe past seven years. in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, there have
been a number of poIK:ies developed which have influenced the way we leach in our
classrooms. Some ofthese polK:ies have died and some have flourished. More often than
not. the contributing factors have been the way the policy was developed and the way in
which it was implemented. Paper two gives a brief overview of these policies and then
moves to a more detailed analysis ofone policy, Learning to Learn, implemented in 1991-92.
This policy is shown to be one oflhe more promising initiatives in education in the past seven
years. It is unique in its development and implementation and its success can is attributed to
this uniqueness and its reflection of current literalure on educational change. The question.
"How did the Learning to Learn Committee and the Department of Education address the
attica! elementsofchange?". is answered and a aiticaJ analysis of the resoure;e..based learning
impkmerution process is undertaken, pointing 001 strengths and weaknesses that ate evldent.
The principles and practices employed ate explored, revealing many implications for the role
oflc::aden at both levds ofthe organization. More specifically, the role of teacher leaden is
exposed. providing a lens through which the leadership role of the itinerant teamer can be
determined, the topic of paper three.
What is the role ofthe Ttinerant teacher in the change process? How does the concept
of teacher leadership impact on this role? A fanner itinerant teacher for resource-based
learning in the Green Bay School District sees the role as one ofa raci.litator, a ·guide on the
side', a 'leader of leaders'. This facilitative role is ofaitical importance and must DOt be
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taken tigl"dy. Tc:.:hers in the fidd aTe important players in the change process. The itincnmt
leacher needs 10 be cognizant of this fila and strive 10 ert1pOwes- those around him or her.
namely teachen. Only in JnClice can one begin 10 understand these roles and determine the
principies and pnw::tices conO.Jcive 10 effectiYe leadeBhip. Paper three prov;des a reflection
on one's personal experience as an itinerant teacher for resouTCe-based learning with the
fClfmCTGreen Bay Integrated School District. An attempt is made to cxpox; the leadership
roles of the itinerant teacher with reference to current literature. The uniqueness ofGreen
Bay District's employment of itinerant teachers for resource-based leaming is revealed.
pointing to numerous parallels with the concepl of"teacher leaders". It is important 10 note
that. Green Bay Distrid was the~ in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador to view
itinerant teachers in this light Even leday. it:iDm.nt teachers are rarely thought ofas "teacher
le:adeB". This is a new role fOl" itinerant teachers, one thai deserves recognition in the field
ofc:ducariona.l change.
An oq>Ionrion of the barriers to change is undertaken, fleshing out the principles and
practices necessary to a1leviaJc such hindrances. Suggestions for success are offered;
however. keeping in mind tha1 no set ofguiddines is the finaJ solution to successful leadentUp
for change. Rather. it is shown that a combination of behaviours and chanlcterisrics are
necessary for effective leadmhip and that such lists are offered only as guides to the
prospective change leader. Also. Green Bay District's notion of the itinerant teacher
as a "teacher-leader" provides insight into whal constitutes successful change; whal
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works and what doesn't work.
The role of the educationai leader has become significantly more complex in recent
years because of the tremendous amount ofchange occurring in schools. As Denby (1995)
stales., the change process itsdfis very complex. It is this complexity that speaks to the need
for a school-based change process. one involving the use of itinerant teachers as teacher
leaders, someone to work closely with the real change agents, individual teachers. Fullan
(1996) agrees that, by working in a reflective wayan real paradoxes of change, leaders can
build a more insightful set of theories and develop a richer array of skills and effective
practices. In conclusion, itinerant teachers "ought 10 be leaders of leaders" (Brandt, 1992,
p. 48), with the ability to "find opportunity where others might see only problems" (Dwyer,
(984).
Paper One:
CHAPTER "lWO
Cunut ThinkiDg About Ludersbip aDd tilt: Chauge PnK:ess: A
Synthesis or Aade..ic:: Thought Through Cue Study Analysis
"
latrodudioa
Throughout the past decade, the Newfoundland education system has been in a
constant stale of flux. One change initiative after anothes" managed to find TtS way into
schools. Operating in lhis en of continuous change places tremendous responsibility on
leaders in the 6eld. Leadership becomes the catalyst for change in a process searching for a
driving force. However, one must be cognizant of the dual effect of a calatyst; that which
speeds up a process or slows it down. This has significant implications for leaders engaged
in change initiatives. The leadership style employed may lead to progressive change or act
as a hindnlnce.
Much has been written about leadership for change in recent years. There has been
a definite 'shift ofmind' in this discipline with many writers espousing their theories. Senge
(1990) refeR to wrrenr: thinking as anotbc" "fad" stemming from these tlJeories. Rc::speaed
writers such as Dubrin (1995), Fullan (1995), Gnlenfidd (1979), Lc:I.1x:fman (1995).
Lcithwood (1995), Senge (1990), and othcn. have all contributed to the west change
literature. Senge (1990) espouses the theory of building learning organiza1iol\S,
"organizations when: people corrtiraWly expand their capacity to create the results they truly
desire, where new and expansive patterns ofthi:nJcingare I1UI'tUJ'Cd. where collective aspiration
is set !Tee, and where people are continually leaming how 10 learn together" (p. 3).
Fullan (1995) refers to people as <4changeagenu" withintheorganiz3tion. Acommon
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theme evident in the titenrure is the need to empower others 10 lead. to become active,
produaive rnemben ohhe learning organization.
How do these thcorics fit intothepl1ldicaJ woridofchange? What barriers come into
play and how do IeadeB deal with these road blocks? Indeed, there are many barriers to the
change process. These barriers howcycr, are nothing more than symptoms of a much more
encompassing probicm. Sc:nge (1990) points out thai organizations fail aJ producing changes
membcn truly desire because of the lack of systemic thinlcing. There is too much concern
with~ the parts ofthe organization rather than IooIcing at them systematically. looking
at the organizarioo as a whole. The process is often saaffioed for a quick-rut approach.
liebennan (1995) agrees thai. reform doesn't occur overnight She states., ~Rcfonn has come
to be seen as involving systematic change, taking place in specific contextS and over longer
periods oftime" (p. I). Owens (1995) echoes the same sentimcm in stating. "A disturbingly
familiar narionaI behaviour pattern is beginning to manifi:st itself in education. Weare a 'can-
do', "quick.fix' society. If the pt'"ogram fails., we try another one., and ifa who'e series of
programs fails., we tire of that pcublcm and go on to fresher ones" (p. 218).
This prevalent view of the change process is alive and well in the minds of many
leaders today. As a result. leaders need to can:fuliy examine ClIJTen1 ways ofimplememing
change in order to avoid the quick-fix nap. ScJge (1990) and Fullan (1995) agree that there
is a need for a 'shift ofmind' at the system level. FuUan (1995) calls it "a new mindset for
cbange", a new understanding of the concept ofeducational change. Evans (1993) puts
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it in pers:pective by stating:
They treat refonn as a product and., focusing on its structural frame. often overlook
its human face. But change must be accomplished by people. The key is to focus
on this human face, to see irmovation as a generative process and und~ its
personal and organi2ational dynamics. To do this, we must broaden our perspectiv~
on change and rethink the essentials of leadership. (p. 19)
The cormnon theme running through all recent Iitenture is that, to be successful during times
ofchange.. a leader must become 'leader ofleadcrs'. S~ovanni (1981) expressed. what it
takes to be a successful leader:
Highly suceessfu.lleaders have a capital view of power and authority. They spend
it to increase it. They have learned the great leadership secret of power investment:
the more you distribute power among others, the more you get back in return. (p.
341)
What this means is that the principal, besides engaging in leadership intents and
behaviOUl'S., empowers others 10 be leaders. One rarely finds an effective school without an
effective leader. By the same token, rareiy does the leader accomplish much without
empowering others to act. FuUan (1995) agrees that.. in the change process, "the building
block is the moral purpose of the individual teacher" (p. 10); thus. the need to empower
others. Peel and Walker (1994) conclude that "panicipant empowerment is the critical
mechanism needed to accomplish change" (p. 42). The importance placed on the individual
teacher is supported by Fullan (1993) and Hargraves (1994) in reporting thal the literature
on educarional change is emphasizing the importance of the individual teacher in the change
process.
The need for patience and leaders who are 'leaders ofleaders' is eenai:n1y being
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echoed throughout lhc change literature. In this paper. I w;1I expand on this o.urent thinking
and identify oommon themes as they apply to leadership for change. A synthesis ofOJrreru
principles and JnCtices within the change process will also be provKled. This w;1I provide a
rcfermc:e rOC" exploring specific change initi.arives., more specifically, resoun::e--base learning
implementation in Newfoundland and Labnutor.
Undcntaading The Change Process
Understanding the change process is attica! 10 successful leadership in today's
education system. Change is 000SWIt. predominantly fueUed by a combination of school
improvement and school assessmenr: initiatives. More and more., educational leaders arc
finding tbemselves in situations requiring some type of change, whether it be in autieuJum
and instruction, physical st:rueture. staffing. reorganization, and the list continues.
During these times ofchange. the importance of current literature and the thinking of
academics in the fic:kl of leadership for change cannot be ovemressed. Leaders who wish to
be suc:ces.odiJ1 change agents need to pay close attention 10 this thinking and put into practice
leaderY1ip strategies which ensure successful change. However, understanding the literature
does not always guarantee successful implementation of these strategies. Wasley (1991) was
struck by how enormously complex leadership roles play Oul in practice. Only in practice
can one begin to undentand I.bese roles and determine tbe principles and practices
"c:onducive to c:ffec:tive adersl-ip for change. "Pnu::tice makes pcrfect~ ccrtainIy applies hen
and future leaders need this practice if they are 10 be successful from the outset of their
careers. Linking literature to rea.lity becomes an impolUnt endeavour for all who wish to
lead. logically, it follows that any synthesis ofthooght about the change proces.s should
involve an element of reality, that born out of practice.
In pn:paration for leadership, hopefuJ leader.J can acquire this practice through case
study analysis. Case studies paint a picture of reality where problems associated with change
can be addressed and solutions tried without fear of failure. More importantly, current
literature and ways of thinking about the change process become more relevant and believable
as they are played out in real life situations. For that reason, I have chosen, for the
remainde.- of this~. 10 analyze and di.sc.uss a fictitious case study
Jultifgtioa or e'K Stlm
The case chosen for this analysis is based on a fictional case study, Uniflop
Elementary. I Although "'Failure To Change" is fictitious. it is fair to say that many schools
1. Uniflop Elementary, a case study written by Dr. Jean Brown and Dr. Bruce
Sheppard. as part of the course manual for Education 620J-Leadcrship. Memorial
University of Newfoundlancl St. John's, NF, in 1996.
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in Newfoundland will encounter similar challenges. [n recent~ then: has been a lot of
talk about rd'orm, schoo' improvemmt and effective schools. This. coupled with the faa that
many school administnJo~ are retiring. will lead to runerous situations wher-e beginning
administrators will assume positions in schools which have been struggling with the change
pro<=.
For these reasons. it may be useful for administrators to engage in fictional case
studies of this nature for the purpose of gaining insight into the complexities of solving
problems encountered during the change process. In addition. the relevance of such a
fictional case to today's educational movements justifies its analysis.
Oyervjcw OrCaK' "fJi1uR To ChIP""
The school board chairperson made it clear that the number one conccm was the
instructional effectiveness ofthe scbool. For the last three years.. student test scores on the
Canadian Test of Basic Skills and on Criterion Reference Tests continued to decline.. There
was a growing pt:n:eprion that the school was in "'trouble" The teachers remembered when
they taught in their separate schools and their test results ranked above both district and
provincial scores. One 5eflK>f teacher staun tha1 Changing Academy would never equal either
ofthe old pre-reform schools.
The school served five small commwtities in rural Newfoundland that were
divided along religious lines. The total population of the region was 2000 people
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which has remained stable for the last twenty years. For many years., each community had its
own school of which the local people were very proud, Since education was highly valued
in the region and there was a strong community pride. the results artesting were extremely
important. Because of declining enrollments and educational change. only two of these
schools, representing two distinct religious denominations. remained open. However,
Government restructuring ofeducation resulted in the consolidation of these two schools and
two new schools were created on the basis of grade levels. not denominations.
One of the consolidated schools was Changing Academy with a student population
of ]25 from grades K-6. Despite consolidation parents still took pride in high test results.
Originally, there was opposition to the consolidation; however, it quickly disappeared after
the first year and excellent testing results at the high school. During the past year, the school
made public a school report card which outlined results on testing as compared with
provincial scores. Changing Academy did not fare well on this report and received a failing
grade in CTBS and Criterion Reference testing for the past couple afyears. Parents then
began to complain that their children were not getting a first rate education.
There are 22 teachers. During the last ten years. there was little staff turnover.
Vacancies were filled by teachers from within Ihe district because of redundancies and
reassigmnerrt:. There were three leachers with less than five years; two with between five and
ten year~ len with between eleven and twenty-five years; and seven with over twenty-five
years. 1be staffand school administration were assigned 10 ensure equal distribution ofboth
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religious groups. As a result, cliques formed along religious lines with each group owing
allegiance to one another and the particular administrator within their group. To add
to the staff division., all newcomers to the school were treated as outsiders.
1lle older teachers blamed the low scores on reorganization, loss of parental contact
and dwindling support. They also believed the school has lost its identity, thus contributing
10 discipline problems. Most teachers agreed that the biggest contributing factor is an
ineffective principal. He was appointed ITom outside the district during reorganization and
was never accepted by the staff. Another concern was the poor relationship between the
principal and the vice·principal. The vice-principal. a woman, has spent her entire career of
25 years in this school system. She became principal of one of the two community school
prior to reorgani23tion and was then appointed to the position of vice-principal of Changing
Academy. Neither of the administrators had any fannal leadership training. Conflict
between the principal and the guidance counsellor also existed. They disagreed on many
points and the fact that the guidance counseUor had a masters degree added to the tension.
The principal blamed her for trying 10 undennine his authority.
The school district was engaged in developing school improvement programs in
schools. Because ofdeclining scores at Changing Academy, the district saw a need to engage
this school in school improvement. Several attempts were made with little success.
Abundant weaknesses were identified, one of which was the principal's lack ofleadership
skills. The committee set out 10 deal with these issues, but had little impact. Enthusiasm
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dwindled and th.ey stopped meeting. However, with continued poor results, the district
attempted to engage Changing Academy in the process once more. There were several
meetings with the principal in which he refused 10 accept any of the blame for the problems.
When threatened with fannal evaluation he still refused to cooperate, citing his excellent
evaluation repons from other districts. He felt that all administrators in the district should be
evaluated. Why was he singled out'? The principal defended himself at the meetings by
stating that certain groups at lhe school were out to get him and undermine his authority,
especially the 'radical feminists'. Following the meeting, the district supervisor discussed with
others at district level that the principal. maybe had flaws that hindered him as a leader.
During the past year, another attempt was made by the coordinator at school improvement;
but, with similar results. There was a lack of trust, no communication and continuous conflict
between the principal and the staff: The principal even refused 10 take part in an institute on
school improvement. The team disbanded and no actions were planned.
Staffprofessional development was expected to be identified at the school level. The
district facilitated efforts to match these activities with its plan for growth and ensure that
district goals were realized. The shift in Ihe district was toward school-based management.
Changing Academy teachers showed no interest in any of the district's initiatives and
remained a concern for district administrators
At the end ofthe year, the principal took early retirement and I was hired 10 replace
him. Having just finished my Maters Degree., I was well versed in the new change process
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ant eag~ to meet the challenge. The pmbkms at Changing Academy were communicated
to me during lhe interview and f was asked bow I would solve these problems. I answered...
Cut Slam Pro.... SoMp'
Pmctiall/y 110 proIJll!" in fifr...~ pnsntl:S '~lf4S a C4W Of! wrltidl Q
tkcUiOll am H i4U,.. W1IaJ Of1P'!an rztjinl.aghl to H tdf'IIW"I.~ oflh~
prohlnftrorr/yorclhrifllptJl'1Q11tn/rvanrdli"Rs- TMy~a'k.<l
.rympllH1U. ilndojtf'n WtrWSI visib/t~plotrI$_III", If'tUI ~(Jling
~~ /·"t",,.DrrK:h,.
Ashbaugh and Kasten (1991) base their approach to case--study~analysison the above
statement. Too often. leaders who are inexperienced at problem solving make the mistake
ofaddressing secondary problems, rather than focusing valuable energies on the more cenual
problem. They fail to sec: the real issues and spend time addressing related problems without
having nu:h success. Frustration and tension build as more and more actions fail to produce
positive resutts. In !.his waY. fundamental problems fail to get: addn::sscd and school
improvement efforts amount to nothing. l11c: process is often sacrificed for a quick..fix
approach. Lieberman (1995) agrees that reform doesn't occurovmtight. She states. "Rd"onn
has come to be seen as involving systematic change, taking place in specific contexts and over-
longer periods of time.. (p. I). Owens (1995) ecboes the same sentiment in stating, "A
disturbingly familiae national behaviour pattern is beginning to manifest itsdf in education.
We are a 'can~do·. 'quick-fix' society. lfthe progmn fail$., we try another one, and if a
whole series of programs fail, we tire ofthat problem and go on to fresher oncs" (p. 218).
2S
To ensure successful change at Changing Academy, a deep analysis oCtile context is
essential. Successful leaden have a good understanding of what is going on in their school.
Foster (1989) affinns. "Leadership is always context bound" (p. 42). and Smyth (1989)
writes, "'Leadership in schools is not something that is exercised in a vacuum, it exists in the
context and culture of tile schoor' (p. 186). Within a school. as in any organiuation. multiple
realities exist as a result of meanings which get attached to experiences by all stakeholders
Greenfield (1979) confions the need to look closely at organizations: to discover diverse
human meanings. He states., " the task of changing organizations depends., first, upon the
varieties of realities which individuals see in existing organizations, and second. upon their
acceptance of new ideas of what can or should be achieved through social action" (p. S)
A new principal must be aware of these realities and spend considerable time
throughout the year gaining this much needed understanding. Similar to Ashbaugh and
Kasten (1991). I approach this case cautiously, keeping in mind chat there are no easy
solutions. All cases are complex when they involve the human element. Ashbaugh and
Kasr.en (1991), commenting on a number"ofcases. state., "None is amenable to simple or easy
solutions because all ofthem deal with the complexities ofhuman action within organizations"
(p_ 7). For the remainder of this paper I take on the role of a new principal, given the
responsibility ofimproving Changing Academy. I do this keeping in mind the human element
and the importance of understanding the nature ofthe organization.
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B'ckgrougd InfoDutjOQ
Changing Academy has been, and continues to be, a challenging appointment. Much
afmy first four months was spent analysing the culture and climate at the school and getting
10 know the staff: their personalities, relationships, beliefs and values. I believe this to be the
first step in implementing any improvement process. However. the analysis doesn't SlOp here
for a new principal. It is important to interpret and re-interpret the environment in which you
operate. Angus (1989) affinns my position in staring, "Leadenhip, like all other aspects of
organizational 6fe, is a dynamic., intenctive, and emergent process as organizational members
act within a specific context that must contimJally be interpreted and understood" (p, 76).
Gorton and Snowden (1993) agree that the culture is a complex entity, one that is constantly
evolving. Understanding the existing culture is crucial to the change process. "Once an
administrator has attained a good understanding afthe organizational culture of the school.
the administrator will then, and only then, be in a position to try to enhance that culture if
changes are needed" (Gorton and Snowden. 1993, p. 115)
There is much politicking going on at Changing Academy; numerous groups compete
for recognition, interests, beliefs and values. Elements ofgroupthink also prevail.
These organizational characteristics are unique to the school and define the climate and
culture that exist there. Acquiring an understanding of these issues helps the principal
pinpoint the central problem. Sociopolitical relations at Changing Academy are evident
and various interest groups within the organization make up the sphere or influence: the
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fcmirrists, catholics., integrated teachers, newcomers., the old regime. tlte administration., board
personnel, community members.
Yisible Probkms
Changing Academy lacks a desired climate-an atmosphere ofopenness and sharing.
and, as a result, school improvement efforts have fililed. A number of ingroups exists which
keep the statffTom uniting as one. Groupthink (Janis, 1996) is alive and well with different
elements being revealed within each group. Hargreaves (1989) makes reference to the
'cultures of teaching'. "'Teachers develop enduring patterns of association with their
coUeagues...They build cultures...These cultures of teaching help give meaning, support and
identity to teaclters and their worl," (p. 7). He refers to this phenomenon of teachers coming
together in groups as 'balkanization' "Such schools have a BaJkanized teacher culture: a
culture made up of separate and sometimes competing groups, jockeying for position and
supremacy like loosely connected, independent city states" (p. 9).
There are two distinct religious groups. According 10 Janis (1996), individuals have
become members ofthesc groups and display ''the typical phenomena of social confonnity"
(p. 183) evident within such groups. There arecormnon values and beliefs uniting this group.
This type of behaviour according to Jams (1996) leads to the development ofgroup nonns.
a problem for the school: "the development of group nonns that bolster morale at the
expense ofcriticaJ thinking ... is one of the key characteristics ofgroupthink.. (p. 184).
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Another group, thc"ndicaI feminists.ft indJding ractions in and out of tile schoot. are
victims of groupthink. They are burdened by "5leROtypeS" which hil'1der their progress.
According to Janis (1996). ""victims ofgroupthink hold stereotyped views of the leader of
enemy groups" (p. 186) and see their suggestions as useless. Clearly. the principal is in the
enemy group at Changing Academy.
The veteran teachers are another group vktimized by groupthink These teachers
continuously make rationalizations as to why scores are low: loss of school identity, Janis
(1996) state that, "they collectively construct rationalizations in order to discount warnings
and other forms ofnegative feedback that, taken seriously, might lead the group members to
reconsider their assumptions" (p. 186).
In order for school improvement to be u:cessfuI at ChanpjIlg Academy groupthink
among various ingroups has to be eliminated. Each member feels obliged to confonn to its
group norms and valuc:s.. rather than suggest alternatives. In this way ingroups become
insulated. Janis (1996) states that insulatcn ofingroups can be pn:verited by having sevcnl
outside policy-planning and evaluation groups working on the same policy questions. each
ddibenlting under a different leader. Janis (1996) offers many other suggestions as to how
groupthink may be eliminated within organizations. However, no mane- which action is
taken. eliminating all elements ofgroupthink is the top priority at Changing Academy.
Changing Academy is no stranger to competing interests. In addition to group
competition. there are also competing interests among certain individuals. Hargreaves
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(1989) refers to this as 'fragmented individualism'. FuUan (1982) swes, .. It is widely
recognised that the QJlture of fragmented individualism in teaching constitutes one of the
rnajoI- barrieR to educational change and improvement., and that school principals and school
systems must search for ways in which the 'walls ofprivarism' can be cracked" (p.49).
So much competition destroys any chance of unity among this staff. However,
climinaring all competition can be disastrous as wdl. Exploring competing interests leads to
better derisions and planning which are beneficial to all invotved. The job oflne leader is to
identify these differences and recognize their potential for positive change. Fullan (1996)
conaus in swing. "A OJ.Iture that squashes disagreement is a culture doomed to stagnate as
change always begins with disagreement" (p. 700).
Competing groups that the leader needs to be aware of include: two reiigion-based
groups., competing on the basis of values and norms; velmm teachers and newcomen,
compc:ring on the basis oftraditionaL'curreot methodologies; rUica1 feminists and male staff
members. competing fOf equal opportunity; and a school improvement committee with
internal competition.
Competing individuals exist within this staff as well. Included are: competition
between lhc principal and vic;e..principaJ over religion. gender bias, and job title; competition
between the principal and guidance counsellor regarding qualifications and gender bias;
competition between individualleachers (methodologies) and district policy; and competition
between the principal and individual teachers regarding leader performance.
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Each group oc individual is trying to further its own interest at the expense of others.
This is a stafffuU ofself~5efVin8 groups who have no desire to address the interests of others.
Developing a common interest in school improvement under their circumstances is indeed a
challenge.
"Carried to excess, organizational politics can hW1 an organization and its members.
Too much politicking can result in wasted time and effon, thereby lowering productivity"
(Dubrin, 1995, p. 163). Much of the politicking referred to by Dubrin is what he calls
"malcing political blunders" or engaging in ''unethical political tactics"'.
Changing Academy's attempts at school improvement initiatives-complering surveys,
issuing questionnaires. scoring results, and identifying strengths and weakness-all of which
require tremendous amourns of time. resulted in little or no progress. In keeping with Dubrin
(1995), these failures are a result of"dysfunctionai politics"
Changing Academy is laden with people exercising power through the use of politics.
All stakeholders are playing the "politicking game." Political blunders are being made along
the way. The principal is continuously being attacked and criticized publicly. The majority
of teachers openly express the view tbat tbe principal is ineffective and a poor leader. The
principal makes several blunders by declining sevend offers from top management: he refused
10 attend tbe school improvement training institute., and he refused to be evaluated. As a
result., the principal's power is continuously diminished along with his authority. Every step
he takes seems to be in the wrong direction. He creates ill will among his employers by
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not cooperating with improvement initiatives and putting blame on others.
It seems that the staffofChanging Academy are undermining the principal. The vice-
principal and her group. and the radical feminists.. have tremendous power within the school.
The idea is to "divide and rule" by keeping irIgroups fighting. In this way power is divided,
thus diminishing the amount of power ofthc principal. However. the vice-principal and the
guidance counsellor hold the power, not the group members. By looking after the interests
of their groups and showing resistance to the principal on certain initiatives., they acquire
power over their groups. Ultimately, they are setting up the principal for failure They're
gaining power within the system by making the principal look bad.
Obviously, one way to deal with dysfunctional politics is to not engage in it yourself
Leaders who wish to empower their staffs to lead must use politics appropriately: the right
amount and the right strategy. However, the principal ofChanging Academy is not prepared
to handle this task. He lacks the skill and knowledge required to solve the problems at this
school. He needs to learn about proper politicking (Dubrin, 1995) before he can be a good
role model for his staff.
With the appropriate leadership skills., dysfunctional politics can be controlled and
efuninated from this school. Dubrin (1995) agrees that the onus is on the leader to deal with
politicking. He or she must combat political behaviour by being aware of its causes and
techniques. Also, he or she must open lines of communication and set a good example by
reducing the frequency and intensity oforganizational politics. Dubrin (1995) sums it up by
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stating:
Carried to an extreme, organizational politics can hun an organization and
its members. Being aware of the causes and types of political behaviour can
help leaders deal with the problem. Setting good examples of nonpolitical behaviour
is helpful, as is threatening to publicly expose devious politicking. (p. 164)
The Central Probp
IdentifYing the centnlI problem at Changing Academy is no easy task. With so many
things going wrong at this school it is hard to get past secondary issues and pinpoint the
primary source of trouble. However. Ashbaugh and Kasten (1991) agree that this is the
direction in which one must proceed if success is to be realized. They offer advice when
identifYing the central problem: '"To test whether what you have identi6ed is., in fact, a key
problem, ask yourself whether the losses iDCWTed from failure to deal with this problem
successfulfy would be substantial" (p. 9). Taking this into consideration I endeavoured to
reveal the primary source of trouble at Changing Academy.
I believe there is some truth in Ule statement made by the Superintendent. that,
"perhaps the principal had a '<fatal flaw" that prevented him from being a leader". After
analysing the case many times. I realized that this school needs strong leadership; leadership
committed to change, a leadtt who understands the change process. The leadership practices
of the previous principal were inadequa1e. He placed emphasis on what Leithwood (1994)
refers to as ''first-order'' changes and failed to see the imponance of"second-order" change.
Leithwood (1994) states that first-order changes (academic) cannot exist without second-
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order changes (values, heliefs, visions). The previous leadership at Changing Academy was
concerned primarily with first-order change and neglected organizational change. What is
needed is a flXUS on second-order changes, those that build shared visions and commitment.
Changing Academy, a school with numerous problems, needs to be engaged in a school-wide
improvement process. There is a need for strong leadersrnp to ensure the success of
improvement initiatives. Krug (1992) agrees., that, "'the quality ofleadership provided in such
a school appears to be the critical factor in explaining why it succeeds or failsn (p. 430).
Now that the principal at Changing Academy has been replaced. and the type ofleadership
needed for improvement has been acquired. the underlying probl:m1s that continue 10 hinder
improvement initiatives can be addressed.
After a careful analysis of the staff and the relationships that exists within the whole
school community, I am confident that I can identify the centra! problem at Changing
Academy_ Evidence shows that the climate and culture of the sch.ool is one which is not
conducive to change. Certainly, the principal does not have the leadership skills necessary
to enable a positive culture to grow. There is a lack of shared vision, with no common
purpose, and a host ofdifferent values and beliefs conflicting within the school environment.
Leithwood (1994) and Wright & Hersom (1992) provide the test Ashbaugh and Kasten
(1991) believe to be critical in confinning the identification of the central problem.
Leithwood (1994) emphasizes the imponance of second-order changes., while Wright &
Hersom (1992) stress the importance of involving all participants. They see the change
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process as synergetic and believe the "process is fuelled largely by the energy brought to it
by those involved in the process, what they nave to contribute and their wiUingness to
contribute and become part of the process" (p. 11). It is my contention that secondary
problems (visible problems) cannot be addressed until this central problem is addressed. For
this reason, the initial phase afme improvement process must consist of a plan to improve the
culture and climate of the school. such that it is conducive to change. CertainJy, acquiring a
leader with the skills to foster desired cultural changes is a must
SO!UljQP' and CoPSCOPCDCn
How can change be fostered in a climate which hinders the process rather than
supporting its initiatives? The obvious answer is to change that which is considered to be the
hindrance: the climate and culture. In order to change an existing climate the principal must
view his ocher leadership role in light of the school's staff. Dubrin (1995) agrees in stating,
"Leadership is the ability to inspire confidence in and support among the people who are
needed to achieve organizational goals" (p. 24). He goes on to say, "An imponant new
development is to regard leadership as a long-tenn relationship, or partnership, between
leaders and group members" (p. 24). Foster (1989) cites Nicoll to make the claim that
"foUowers are not passive, reactive tools ofcharismatic power figures," but, instead, are "the
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creators ofenergy," that "followers use leaders to make a path.... that they are:
The architects ofthe open moments into which some people must be the first 10 step.
As followers. they are the agents who show their leaders where to walk. They are the
ones who validate their leaders stepping out in a direction that has meaning for all of
us. (p.60)
Much of the literature on school improvement communicates the importance of
teamwork., shared decision-making. empowerment, and culture (Ful1an, 1995; Peel and
Walker, 1994; Senge, 1990). These areanly possible when leaders hold a holistic view of
leadership and realize that they "are IaTgdy shaped by the tea£hers. the reputation and history
of the school and the expectations thai have become institutionalized over time within Ihe
school and the community" (Angus, 1989. p. 76). What Changing Academy needs is a
"transformarionalleader". one who "makes 'second-order change' such as building a shared
vision, improving communication and developing collaborative decision.making processes"
(Leithwood, 1992, p. 9).
"Transformational leadership provides the incentive for people to attempt
improvements in their practices" (Sergiovanni, 1990, p. 9). According to Dubrin (1995),
transformational leadership activities help to "overhaul the organizational culture", such thal,
transformations can take place which lead to improvement. Dubrin (1995) and Leithwood,
Jantzi and Dart (1991) outline several of these activities. Dubrin (1995) states, the leader:
raises people's awareness; helps people look beyond self-interest; helps people search for self-
fulfilment; helps people understand need for change; invests managers with a sense of
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urgency; and is a>mmined to greatness., which lead to transformations. Leithwood, Jantzi
and Dart (1991) outline six practices wtUcfl paralId those of Dubrin: identifYing and
artio.Ja.ing a vision; providing an appropriate modd; fostering the acceptance ofgroup goals;
providing high performance expectations; providing individualized suppon; and fOSIering
intdlectual. stimulation (p. 9). -nus description makes it clear thaI transformational
leadcnhip is concemcd with values., beliefs., norms, goals and feelings" (Brown, 1996, p. 8).
This is exactly where change needs to occur first al Changing Academy; thus.,
transformarionalleadership will indeed facilitate this change.
This type of leaderslUp provides an atmosphere for organizational learning; "A
learning organization is an organization in which people at aU levels are.. collectivdy.
c:ontinJally enhancing lhcircapacity to aear.ethings they reaJJy want to create" (O'Nei~ 1995,
p.20). Teamwork. peopJe workingcoUectively. does not happen overnight. Ralha-. teams
devdop over time., they continuously learn as they function within their specific setting. "'n
other words, great teams are learning organizations-groups of people who. over lime,
enhance their capacity to create what they truly desire to create" (Senge. Roberts., Ross.,
Smith &. Kleiner. 1994, p. 18). When tearm are being developed., members are immersed in
a "deep learning cycle"'. in which new sJciI1s and c.apabilities are acquired. "This deep learning
cycle constitutes the essence of a learning organization-the development not just of new
capacities., but offundamentaIshif'ts of mind, individually and collectively" (Senge et aI.,
1994. p. 18). These shifts of mind are of critical importance to a successful change
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p"""".
In order to cn:aIe a Ieaming organization the leader- must have a good understanding
ofCIcisting rea1ities. This can be accomplished through a consideration ofthe different beliefs
that exist among Sl:aff members. I believe that there is a 'corridor ofbeliefs' in exisl:ence at
Changing Academy. In fact, it is bur5ting at the seams with an abundance ofbeliefs, values
and norms. The school is made up of teachers and students from different communities,
schools and backgrounds; each member brings with him or her a persona! set of helicfs.
Consequently, there are individual and group helier systems which need to be understood.
Acquiring an understanding of different belief systems is crucial to developing a positive
cult:w"c and cIimal:e. The leader is affected by these beliefs and acts accordingly. Leadership
is context boWKI and exisu within ""the corridor of belief' which a!read:y exists in the
followers. If leadership is to be elfoctive it must be validated by the consent offollowen
(Foster, 1989). 118 is an pan ofdcvdopinga climate conducive to change. Detcnnining the
corridOf" of beliefs gives the leader a starting point upon which to build. Showing
understanding and lCCCptance of others' befie& increases their commitment and desire to
work together.
The key to detennining the corridor of belief is communication. The leader must
mood effective communication and encourage communication among followers. There needs
to be in existence a continuous open line ofcommunication between students., teachers and
administration. Opportunities should be provided for dialogue and debate over all issues
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~ theschool. The Icadc:r should encourage risk laking by not penalizing people for
expressing .. different opinion. Rather than squashing resistanc:e. the leader should provide
opportunities to explore reasons for resistance in a non-threatening erMrooment. De Pree
(1989) reiterates lhe tnYptancc ofaxTl'tU'K:ation in stating, ~Communicarion performs two
functions, desaibed by two .action-prone' words: c:ducateand b'beratc" (po 106). The sharing
ofinformatioo (beliefs, values, norms) is risk taking. However, Yit is better to err on the :side
ofsharing too rmch information than risk leaving someone in the dark. Information is power,
but it is pointless powerifhoarded Po~ rrost be shared for an organization or relationship
to work" (De Pree. 1989, pp. 104-105).
The poweI" to probIcm-solve doesn't come easy and cannot be obtained from a single
source. It is not a single entity, something you can read about and lheo employ_ Rather, this
power is deri\'ed from many sources; 4'rom undersl:anding the types.. sources and origins of
these types ofpower"" (Dubrin, 1995, p. 144). Dubrin (1995) goes 00 to say that acquiring
power lUnges on this understanding (p. 144).
Tcachcn rnJSl realize that in these times of constant change and specialization. he or
she cannot be an expen in all areas. The principal is not always the c:xpert, which is often
evident in the field of student guidance during aisis. More often than not, the guidance
counsellor holds the knowledge cruciaJ to solving a specific problem. Dunlap & Goldman
(1991) agree that the leader becomes a bener problem solver by recognizing the abilities of
other5 and empowering lbem to take the lead in solving the specific problem. Dunlap &
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Goldman (1991) also talk of"facilitative power' as a way to ovm:ome areas ofdisagreement
Collaboration between professionals is needed, a sharing of power. rather than imposing
one's will.
Understanding power allows a leader to gain more power and thw become a better
problem solver. Dubrin (1995) states, .• A leader's power and influence increases when he
or she shares power with others" (p. 149). Dunlap & Gokiman (1991) agree that problem
solving skills are enhanced in stating:
It emphasizes the potential of maximizing problem-solving capabilities by
incorporating more nfttle professional skills available in educational organizations.
Changing the way in which we frame issues of power may help us 10 see more clearly
the poweT that we already exercise and identify more Quickly new ways of working
together in the rapidly unfolding future of education. (p. 26)
The leader's goal is to transfonn teacher attitudes and beliefs into school beliefs. This
can be accomplished "through the redefining of educational goals which is depcudent on
establishing an atmosphere of coUaboration and commitment." (Sheppard. 1995, p. 11).
Consequently. being aware of individual beliefs from the stan allows greater collaboration.
Staff members feel that what they believe is important and wonh conuibutiDg.
Having an awareness of others' belief: enables Ihe principal to develop closer
relationships with teachers. Severn! writers agree that principal-teacher relations are critical
10 effective leadership. Ths leads to a collaborative climate where the teachers are
professionally involved. conuniued to inoovation and school improvement. and where there
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existsa shared sense ofsc:.hool purpose (Barth. 1986; 1990; Griffiths, 1988; Kanter, 1979.
1983; Leithwood and Jantzi, 1990).
Alter'll!c Sotutio. ,ad CoAKPHII«I
Having strong beliefs. subscribing to a particular paradigm. one of open
communication and organizations as leanring entities. makes it difficult to explore other
paradigms with an open mind Realizing my bias, I cautiously attempt to offer an alternate
course of action for this case.
Indeed, there are many directions that could have Deen taken in anaJysing this case,
each one depending on the paradigm in which one opel1ltcs. 11 is clear from reading this case
that Distria Office., in the beginning. approached school improvement from a top-down,
bwt:auc:ratic livneofmind. They tried to impost: change on Changing Academy, ratha" than
support change &om within. Howeooer, coMidering the problems with the previous principal
and his staff, this may have been the only st:nSIble lWWa". Certainty. under his leadership
nothing W35 beiJ'Ig aaxwnplished. By hiring a new principal with • dif'f"cn:nt leadership sryle
the Distria opened up a new avenue in which to proa:ed with school improvement. I was
hired because of my conunitment to building a learning organization. However, they cou.Id
have rejected my line of thinking and decided to hire somebody else, somebody operating
from a bureaucratic. struetUr8Iist point of view. The Board may wish to Slay within their old
paradigm, rather than jump i:nlo the unknown Ifthis is the case. then new attempts at school
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improvement win resemble attempts oftfJe past, from the top-down.
District~ viewed the outgoing principal as a weak leader. in that he couldn't
gel peopJe to do whal he wanted them to do. In Cltha" words. he didn't have power. The key
to understanding this alternative solution is understanding lhe meaning attached to 'weak':
Was he weak at developing a collaborative culture or was he weak at controlling his
subordinates? The bureaucratic meamng would obviously be lhe latter of the two: weak
control.
The new principal. perceived by district personnel as having the right Sluff will
probably get resulls. In fact. teachers may serve on committees, complete surveys and go
through all the motions of the school improvement process. However, there W'ill be no
commitment to the process. They will do it because they are told or threatened or coen;:cd
into action. This type of 'contrived coUcgiality' as Hargreaves (1989) puts il.., is not
conducive to real change and growth within the organization. Past the initial stages of
developing coUaborarive c:ulturcs, ..rontrived collqpaJ.ity can be little II'IOl"e than a quick. dick
administnrtive surrogate for more genuinely collaborative teacher cultures; alItures which
lake lTI.JCh more time, care and sensitivity to build than speedily implemented changes of an
admirristra:tiv suptrficiall1lUUrC" (p. 22). It is clear to me that organizationalleaming and
[he development of collaborative cultures, (the lenets necessary for enduring purposeful
ch.ange) cannot exist under this type of leadership. It stems back to classical theory,
McGregor's Theory x.. District personnel and the new principal operate under the
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guise ofwlJat Chris Argyris refers 10 as"Behaviour Pattern A soft", which is realty lheory X.
Similar to contrived collegiality, subordinates are persuaded through rewards involving "so-
called" good human rdat;ons. In other words., they are being manipulated.
Wrthoutdeep wdentandingofthe organization and the people associated with it. the
leader is unable to pinpoint the existing cutture and therefore unable to make changes if
necessary. Without lIus WJderstanding, organizational clIange is short·livcd and superficial.
In fact, no real change takes place at all
In laking Ihc bureaucratic approach to solving problems at Changing Academy, the
new principal is falling into the same trap as before. The only difference now is that. the
improw:ment process will continJe because it is mandatc:d.. IJJ( bor::ause people ace conunitted.
Also, the trt:JubIed relationships within the school get overlooked and continue 10 exist. The
focus is on improving test scores through some plan ofaclion. UnfOrtw1a1eiy, people who
matter, teachers, are nOI committed to this plan and haven't bought into it; thus, inevitably
fail.
My contention is that ems and CRT test scores will not irxnase and the principal
will soon find himself in the position of the old principal: under attack. As Fullan (1995)
stated in his Basic Lessons of the New Paradigm of Change.. .. You can'l mandate what
matters...even in the relatively simple case • detailed, not dynamic complexity - almost aU
educational changes ofvalue require new skills, behaviours and beliefs or understanding" (p.
22). These requirements will only be realized within a teaming organization where
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people are free to apIore. not in an atmosphere of fear. frustration and contempt. Senge
(1994) agrees that change occurs best within the context of action and that schools can be
learning organiutions if teachers begin to work as teams. He states:
Learning is always an on-the-job phenomenon. Learning always occurs in a context
where you an: taking action. So we need to find ways to get teachers really werling
together; we need to create an environment where they can continually reflect on
what they are doing and learn more and more what it takes 1O\1oOOt aste:llmS.. (p. 18)
Coadusioa
Throughout the literature, it is stated thaJ: undcntanding c;:ulture and developing a
positive clima:te In essential to problem solving and school improvemeut initiatives. Several
writers suggest that academic performance and student leaming increases within a positive
clima!e. Deal and Peterson (1990) conclude that culture appears 10 be the primary medium
by which suc.ccssfuJ leadership is translated into positive student learning outcomes. Heck..
Larsen and MarcouIidcs (1990) agree that "'the principal's role in establishing strong school
climate and instructional organization is precisely the area that strongly predicts schocM
achievement" (p. 117). lbe message here is thal, by examining the whole school and its
problems. the leader can indirectly affect academic performance of students. By solving
underlying problems within the organization. others become less of a problem. Such is the
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case in the 6aional case study and Changing Academy.
The organization itself needs to become a learning entity. free to grow within this
collaborativec:ulture. Senge (1994) states., "An organization's ability to learn may make lhe
diffc:.-ence bc:twcr::n its thriving or perinng in the years ahead" (p. 20). The five components
of Ieaming organiDrion.s: personaJ mastery, mental models.. sJwed vision, team learning and
sysaen1S thinking, apply directly to the educational setting. If schools are to improve. key
players, including those in leadership positions, mJSt understand the change process and work
10 a'tate learning environments within educational settings. Leithwood (1995) believes that
successful leaden are those who create opportunities for learning to occur within the
organization. Commitment and shared goals flourish in a learning environment. Principals
who provide opportunities for teachers to share ideas., dcvdop common goals, reOect on
experiences, shale in decision maJring and taUt about the process ofchange., ensure that team
learning occurs within the orga.ni.zation. Where there is team learning, there is enduring,
positive change.
P.perTwo:
CHAPTER TBRE[
Policy Dt'Vdopment .t the P'roviad•••ad District Levds:
Princ:iples ••d Pndkes of Leadenhip ror Currkulum Change
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latroduction
What is curriculum? This question poses problems for many educators at ail levels
of the education system. What do we mean when we say. '''this is the curriculum"? The
concept becomes even more complex when talking about cuni<:ulum change. In order to
change curriaJJum we have to know what it is we are changing.
Connelly and Clandinin (1988) refer to '"QJn;QJlum as experience". The experiences
of the students within the learning environment arc indeed the curriculum. For me, the link
between intended auriwlum (official wrrio.Jlum) and realized curriaJ!wn (eltpeOence) is the
method ofdelivery. This putS the teacher at the center ofcurriaJ.lum development. The
teacher manipulates the official curriculum to provide a learning experience for his or her
students. Naturally, the rows oftros paper is changing teaching Sb'8legics. I believe when
you change the meth0d01ogy you affect the expc:rience. which is the aetuaI curriculum.
Over the past seven. years. in the Province ofNcwfoundland and l..abrador, there have
been a I1UJI1be.- ofpolicies developed which have moo to influence classroom teaching. Some
ofthese policies have died and some have flourished. More often than not, the contributing
facton have been the way the poficy was dcvdoped and the way in which it was implemented..
In this paper. I give a briefoverview of proposed policies and then move to a more detailed
analysis of one policy, Learning to Learn. authorized in 1991-92. I believe this policy to
be one or the more promising initiatives in education in the past seven yeaJ1 It is
unique in its development and impIemcntarioo. I believe its success can be attributed
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10 this uniqueness and its reflection of CUITCIlt literature on eduwional change. l
There were two stages in the implementation process: overall direction given by the
committee and the Departmem ofEduca1ion. and school specific: implemenwion by teachers.
Denby (1995) agn:cs with this approach in staring. "the current experience represents a new
Icind ofchange. wherein ow:n1I needs are idattified. general direction is set, some actions are
dtaated, and practitioners are caned upon to find their way to the new paradigm" (p 14).
Implementation is this manner calls for a shift in the way curriculum change has
occurred in the past. from a top-down 10 a bottom-up approach. The general direction is
provided by the Depanment bul the specific change takes place in the hands of lhe
partic:ipant.s. Ths is what Peel and Walker (1994) refer to as "empowerment": ..participant
empowerment is the aitica.l mechanism needed to accomplish change" (p 42). However. 10
accompfish empowerment and ensure successful change oc.cun. certain elements have to be
present. Peel and Walker (1994) refer to these clements as panicipant commitment, good
communication. suppon and readiness.
The Learning 10 Learn policy committee rcaJiu:d thal good communication led 10
commitment and a shared vision. De Prce (1989) stated that, "only through good
COITIJ11W'IicaJon can we COIM:)' and preserve a common rorponae vision.. Communication can
sharpen, embody and help enact that vision" (p 107). Great imponance was also
placed on the readiness levels of participants within this implementation process. The
2.The detailsoftbe w<rl: of the learning to l...eam Committee were obtained through
two lengthy interviews with the ChaiJper.;on oftheconunittee. Dr. Jean Brown, conducted
in July. 1997.
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committee realized the need to have people ready before implementing change Peel and
Walker (1994) agroe in staling. "Lmdernanding the readiness levels of participants in the
empowerment process is helpful, especially in the initial phases of change. since failure to
recognize those Ievds can lead 10 fiustration and disappointment"' (p 42).
Another imponant element crthe change process is the learning that occurs among
participants. The people invotved must have an undemanding and knowledge of the change
process that is being implemented in order to build commitment and a sharM vision.
Leithwood (1995) swed: "under conditions which naturally allow for a good deal of
individual and collective learning on the part of staffs., then both internaJly. and extemally-
initiated mann efforts seem to have positive resulu" (p 6). Senge (1990) and Fullan (1995)
both agree that learning orga.n.iz.ations enable people to achieve what they truly desire. The
question to be answered then is: How did the Learning to Learn Committee and the
Department of Education address these aitical elements of change?
Many parallels exist between the literature on curriculum change and this policy's
developmertt and impIerncm.arion. In this paper. I wiY aitically anal)'5C the Learning to Learn
implementation process. pointing out strengths and weaknesses that are evident. The
principles and pf3Cticcs employed will be explored. revealins many implicat:ions for the role
ofleaders at aD Ievets ofthe organization. More specifically, the role ofteachef" leaders will
be exposed, providing a lens through which the leadership role of the itinenurt teacher can be
detcrm:ined-tbe topic of paper three.
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Chronologic:aJ List or ChaRges
0Ye!" the past seven years there have been a number" of new philosophies introduced
into the education system by the Newfoundland Department of Education. influencing both
curriculum development and tc:aehin8 methodology. The influence on teaching methodology
is the focus of this paper. These emerging philosophies reflect wha1 is happening in our
society today. In this way society is impacting on what is happening in schoots. Ornstein
(1991) supports this in stating:
Philosophic issues always have and still do impact on schools and society.
Contemporary society and its schools are changing fundamentally and rapidly, much
more so than in the past. 1bc:re is a special urgency that dicwes continuous appraisal
and reappraisal of the rolcofsc:hoo!s. and calls fora pbiJosopbyofcdueation. (p 10)
Simply put, what happens in schools is a direct result of societal influences and the
philosophy of education generated within this society. I bclieve that the new leaching
methodologies introduced by the Newfoundland Department of Education in the past seven
years have indeed reflected the a.am:nt philosophical thinking of today.
There have been what I would call five new methodologies oflici.al.ly introduced by
the Newfoundland Department of Education since 1990. 1llese methodologies were put in
place to mould the way in whicb infonnation is delivered to students. At fim. it may look
like chaos with all tbese different pbilosophies emerging at the same time. However. if
teachers are to meet the diverse needs ofsocidy and provide an education that is rdevant.
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many philosophies will have to permeate lhe:ir curriculum. Ornstein (1991) supports this by
stating:
No single philosophy. old or new, should serve as the exclusive guide for making
decisions about schools or about the cuma.ilum... lmplicit in this view ofeducation
is that too much emphasis on any one philosophy may do Iwm and cause conflict .
(p 16)
The five methodologies introduced were:
l. Whole Language Implementation in Grade Two
2. Lamiog To LQru: RduJul"'U'-Bued Le.miolll
3. Technology In Lellming Environments: !Enabling TomolTOw', Leamen
Today
4. Multicultural Education Policy: RespoodiDIil To Societal Needs
S. Global Educatioa: We're Makiog A [)iIfenace
The following is a chronological accoum of the changes (sec Figure l) and a brief
description of each.
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
Figure I: Time line ofChangcs
Technology in Learning Environments
Global Education
Multicu.ltural Education Policy
Learning To Learn
Whole Language Implementation in Grade
Two
"
1999- Wbole ' ••parc Impkmcgtlljog I. Gra. Two
This progrvn, designed for primary SlUdents., was introduced to grade two classrooms
across the province at the beginning of the 1989-90 school year. It represented a major
curricutum change in the language arts progmn. fTom a tnWiitional siriUs oriented wrriculum
to a whole language. or holistic approach to language instruction. .. 1be language am
curriculum now consists of the new Nelson Networks program. children's literanm and
language experience" (BuJcock, Humber & Galway, 1991, p 3).
This program was based on the philosophy of whole language, as stated by Revtzel
and Hollingwonh (1988): "Basic to the philosophy of whole language is that reading and
writing instruction should begin with whole and connected language because whole,
undivided language is both l'amiliar and natural for children to learn" (p 405).
II is interesting to note that., despite this program's documented success in 1989-90,
there have been rw.unerous occurrences where whole language implementation has failed; the
key to failure being the way it was implemented.
'991-l.qrajg,To lam' Raoul'J"C=Bgr:d Lqojgg
This program, aIthougb not impIemcm:ed until 1991, originally got started in 1981 by
a group ofconcerned eduC3lors who knew each other lItroug.h the Educational Media Special
Interest Council and had a common interest in providing all students with the skills for
i.Ddepement:, lifelong learning. This group had a vision of whaJ: learning could be like in the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador. 1bey hdd a philosophy ofeducation where
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the student wasattheeenter. karesultofhard work on the pan. crlhis original group, and
others. Learning To Learn became a reality. This was not a school library or learning
resource center program but rather a method of integrating resources into teaching and
show;ng students how to access infonnation related to the curriculum being taught. The
purpose was to develop independent Iearncn. students who had '\earned how 10 Ieam'.
Srudents wouJd have more control over their learning and develop resp:msibiliry as a rcsult.
The successes of this program are many and widespread throughout this province.
"This is due to the ract that, despite looking like change ITom the top-down. it was really
initiated lTom the bottom by educators in the 6e1d. This gave it the edge to be successful"
(Dr. J. Brown, personal communication, July. 1997).
1m· Mgl'icgl'MA' Edun'iop PolitY- Rapopdjp' To Societal Nrcda:
l11e Multicultural Education Policy of the Department of Education was based on an
international. national. and provincial commitrnern that., "education shall be directed to the full
development oCthe b.1man penonality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms" (Newfoundland Oepanment of Education, 1992. pi). The
Department ofEdJcation (1992) defines rnuIricuttuJaI education as, "education that promotes
cuJrural undcntanding and facilitates cultural accommodarions. 1lle outcome of multicultural
education should be an increased knowledge about other cultwes, an appreciation ofother
ways of life., and aoss-a.dtural socia.I and communication skills" (p 2).
This prognm was implemented in 1992 according to certain guidcIinc:s outIincd by
SJ
the Department of Education. They believed that multiculturalism should permea1t the
whole education system, including education policies. its curriculum, leaching methods,
resource materials and evaluation procedures. "It should also be reflected in attitudes and
ecpectations of educators and students. and in interactions with students. parents and the
community" (Newfoundland Department ofEduca.tion, 1992., P J).
To date, the impIernerulion ofMulticutturaI Education has been left to District offices
and schools. However. a.uriadum developers within the department: are maJcing an effort to
reflect these values within course content.
1993' Global EdlgtM- Wc're MlkjD! A pi«m=gce
The rarionaIe given for pursuing global education in this province is dearly stated by
McCarty (1993) in a newsletter. She states., "The Global Education Project attempts to raise
an awareness of the cornmon threads that inextricably bind us togettler. but also helps us to
cdebme the uniqueness ofeach that gives us the variety and diversity tllat is Mother Eanh"
(p3).
This project began with a 'Facilitators Training Conference'. held at Memorial
University, May 24-26,1991. Teams ofedueators ITorn all across the province received
Mthree days ofextensive training in g10baJ education philosophy and methodology" (Tulk.
1993, P 7). FoI.Iow-up training took place in May and August of 1992., which led 10 the first
pOOt school bcmgcbosen in Septc:rnbcr ofthar. same year. R. K. Gardener lnlegrated School.
Sunnyside. became the first scbool to inlegrate gIoba1 issues aaoss all grade levels. In
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Seplerttlel-. 1993. other schools across the province began to integrue the ideas ofglobal
education.
However, it is interesting 10 OOIe that, this program was cut recently. leaving sc::hooIs
wishing to start global projects in thedarlc. In spite ofttis, schools already involved continue
to integrate global and envirorunental issues into their curriculum.
1m- Tcrhnology ID lamiDg t:pyjrvnm«nU" En.blip. Tomorrow" I .....mm Today
This project was "undertaken to develop a strategic plan for the integration of
information technology into teachingllearning environments...ofthe K·12 education system
ofNewfoundJand and~ (Newfoundland Department of Educarion, 1995, p. I).
A steering committee. an advisory rommittee and a team ofeducators from various
levels of the education system came together fOf a period of three years 10 produce [his
report. Key stakeholdm were involved in the coUection and consideration oflhe infonnation
gathered. Based on this information. a framework and direction for tbe use of technology
w;lhin the Newfoundland education system was devdoped TIle policy was completed in
1995 with a document published outlining all aspects ofits implementation. However,lhis
policy has yet to be implemented because of lack of financial resources. It is important to
note that, many school districts have taken the initiative to pursue technology in education
and have budgeted large amounts of money in conjunction with HRD grants to make this
program a reality.
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Laming To Learn: Resourc:e-Bued Lumiog
Dc N.t1rr Q[{;b.,cc
The chan@eto re:souroe-b&sed learning methodologies is a complete about face from
the traditional approaches to instruction. It involves a switch from 'chalk and talk' to a more
student-<:entered learning environment. The philosophy of how students learn, and what
education should be, cIw1ges with the implementation ofresoun:e-based methodologies into
the irt>tIucrional settins Teachers will 1M) 1onF" give all the information and expect students
to absorb it without question. Those days are gone and as society changes so should the
education system. The Department of Edueation (1991), in l&Ilmjng To I earn suppon this
need for change by Slating:
As students in today's schools approach the 21st ocntwy. they find themselves in an
~ of rapidly increasing knowledge and changing technology. It is no longer
adequate (or students to acquire a sdect body afknowledge and expect: it to meet
their needs as citizens of the next century. The need for lifelong learning is shifting
the emphasis from a dependence on the 'what' ofleaming to the 'how' ofleaming-
today's students must '!eam how to leam', (p. I)
However, not only do students need the infonnation, they also need the tools and skills
necessary to find it. Dr. Jean Brown (pesonaI corrunmication, July. 1997), thechairpcnon
ofthe Leaming to l..cam Committee, stated that, "the nature ofchange from traditional direct
instru<:tion to resource-based learning, in lhis province. is 8 switch from an over reliance on
textbooks to more independent learning and students who learn how to learn" The
Departtnrnr. of Education·s philosophy, 85 stated in the 'l...eaming To Learn' document.,
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places emphasis on the student's role in acquiring an education. The Department (1991)
slates:
The Department of Education has a commitment to a philosophy ofeducation which
places the student at the ccntCl". which advocates the provision of learning
experiences that meet the learning needs of individuaJ students and which actively
involves them in the learning process. (po 1)
The Ratio,ate for Ou..
According to Dr. J. Brown (personal communication, July, 19(7). the rationale for
pursuing this change in educational philosophy was based on the needs of the students. She
stated:
It was quicIdy being realized by many in the: field that the instnJctional methodologies
~ cmpktyed were DOC: meeting the needs ofstudents in a rapidly changing society.
Students need to know how to access information in an age wben infonnation is the
Ic.ey to success. We fdt as if we were doing our students an injustice by giving them
information and not telliog them how it was attained. Students need accessing skills
in order to keep up with the vast amount of knowledge coming at them every day.
In a world where infonnation is becoming obsolete every minute students must be
prepared to handle this infonnation in an efficient manner.
Dr. Lany Moss (personal 00IJmJlIic:ari0 July, 19(7), fonner superintendent. Gnen
Bay IntegnJed School Dislrict. stated:
The idea of Ute Renaissance man who encompasses some important pan of
knowledge in his mind is long gone. We can only know a tiny part of the sum of
known knowledge. We are all or us., no manerhow hard we work., no matter how
curious we are, condemned to grow relatively more ignorant every day we live. to
know less and less of what is known. When teachers speak or transmitting
knowledge to students, they must reaJiz.e lbat knowledge is growing with~
enormous rapidity thai: it is becoming obsolete with the same rapidity.
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John Naisbett, author of~ says that society is "drowning in infonnation but
starved for knowledge.... today's students need information down proofing. The ability to
survive in modem society requires that they become better information handleB" (p. 24).
Dr. J. Brown (personal communication. July. 1997). explained when and how
resource·basecf leaming got started in this province. Prior to 1987. there was scattered
interest among educato~ in the concept of resouree.based learning. People were struggling
with the concept, trying to determine what it entailed. lnfluences were coming from the
Ontario Ministry ofEducation who had rdeased their doaunc:m on rc:sol.lTCC-based learning,
Pattncn in Agion and from the Newfoundland and Labrador Oeput:ment ofEducation with
the introduction of the Mager Guide for Socia! Stydjes. Both these documents had clear
messages for the direction teaching and learning would take in the future. However, Taylor's
(1972) coining of the phrase. 'learning to learn' Slaned things moving. Taylor's work,
according to Dr. J. Brown (personal communicarion. July. 1997), influenced lhe direction
laken in this province. Like Taylor, the Newfoundland cduca10JS shared a concern that there
was an over reliance on textbooks and that~ was a growing need for learning activities
that promoled independence in students.
The Learning to Learn policy committee members, early in their work, realized that
they needed to focus on resouroe-based learning (rather than scboollibraries). Dr. J. Brown
(personal communication, July, 1997), stated that. '"the committee realized that school
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librar.es were means to an end, and not an end in itselF'. and expressed the importance of the
group having a clear vision; "It was an easy task to set oul our goals and objectives for this
typeofcuniculaTcIwlgeoocewe were all on the same wavelength", The importance of this
stage to the devdopment proc:es.s is echoed by Wiles and Bondi (1989) in describing the
'analysis' component. They st.a1e., ..often in OJrriwium development activities there is an
absence of philosophic consensus, which detncts from the spirit and efficiency of the
development effort" (p 18). When goals and objectives are not clarified, curriculum
development remains largely unstructured and directionJess.
Prior to the establishment of the policy committee. aecon:iing (0 Dr. J. Brown
(pmooaI <:ornJTUr'licat July, 1997), a smaU group of concerned educators (including AM
Cody, VICtoria Pe1odl. Jean Brown) saw the need to ooovince the key stakeholders. the one's
controIfing the power and pLlI'!e strings.. of the importance ofdeveloping a provincial policy.
Again. having everyone involved operating on the same phiJosophicaJ basis was crucial to
successful change. With this in mind. Ann Cody, at that time., a program coordinator for
Learning Resources at the Roman Catholic School Board for 51. John's, approached the
NewfOl.llll:ilaOO Teachcn Associarion (NTA) for support. In particular, she spoke with Eric
Burry, Diroctor of Professional Development.. and convinced him to ammge a meeting to
discuss possibilities. This was possible since Ihe request came through a NTA special
inlerest counci~ the Educational Media Special Interest Council. Ann Cody, at thai lime
provincial president of the Council. was in an infJuentiaI position within the NTA.
VK:lona PamdI. the inmedia1e past president. was also wdI mown and influential At this
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meeting. the interest group(represenred by Cody, PcmdI and J. Brown from the local FllOJ.Ity
of Education) made their case fOC" a symposium in order 10 communicate the vision of
learning to Ieam to other people in the education field. The NTA committed five thousand
dollars to the symposium and things began to move.
An official committee was created to plan Library Symposium I. Other- stakeholders
were contacted.~ the Department of Education. The Department supported the idea
in principle and the provincial consultant for school libraries, Calvin Belbin. became an
essential member of the planning committee. This support was very important to the
deveIopmem: of a cormnon vision. participation in the Symposium was by invitation and all
Superintendents in the province were invited. As a result.., Library Symposium I was held in
October, 1981, with the main focus being to communicate a vision for education 10 the
Superintendents.
Dr. Wayne Oakley, the newly appcinted Director of Curriculum. anended the
Symposium and irrmediatdy afterwards he formed an official comminee J to develop a policy
for school libraries. "'However. he cautioned us", said Dr. J. Brown (personal
cornnIJJ1icarion, July, 1997)., "not: to present something that was going to cost a lot of money.
He [old us 10 be n::alistic about things" Since Dr. Oakley had no budget to set up the
committee in the middle of a budget year, the committee membership was somewhat
3. The committee members were: Dr. Jean Brown, Chairperson; Kinette Adams,
Calvin Betbin, Delphine BlUe., Ann Cody, Sister Helen ColTigan, Everard Davidge.,
Frank Kersey, Lynnette Langdon, Viaona Pennell. GenJdine Roe and Rene Wicks (see
Appendix A for 17edentials).
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restricted by fiJnding~. aD mermen came from within driving distance ofSt. John's
and thcKfore the whole province was not represented. Later. provision was made (Of" one
committee rnernber from a district with small schools to be added to ensure that remote and
i!lolated schoob were considered. This was viewed as an essential component of any
provincial poticy, since the smaJ1 school per.;pt:Ctive had to be addressed if a policy applicable
to all was going 10 be developed.
De Dcvdopgnl pf Policy
The work oflhe committee was not the development ofa euniaJlwn but rather. the
development ofa policy which would guide a.uricufum planning at the department and school
levels. Operating on the recommendation of Dr. Wayne Oakley to be realistic., the committee
put together a plan ofaction. According to Wiles and Bondi (1989), "Once the
intentions ofthe eurriaJIum improvement effort are cIeac. relevant data about desired changes
must be organized and placed into the fonn ofan action plan" (p 18).
The plan involved taking a 'realisric appm.:h' to policy development. Brown (1992),
desaibes UU approach in a paper presented to the Saskatchewan ScbooI Lilmry Association
Conference., hekt in Saskatoon. She stales-
The realistic approach is based on the ideas of various theorists and is consistent with
my own experiences with policy making. Instead ofan orderly procession from the
initial establishment of clear goals to the rational selection of the most logical
alternatives., WlIdavsky's (1987) view is that of muJtiple. conflicting, vague
conceptions of the problem OT goals; a period of c:xamination, where you look
for and cepect to 6nd cmn; a process ofconceptualiz:ation and re-conceptualization
of the problems and an on-going search for new solutions.
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This approach recognizes the compIe:Oty offraming the problem and cWifYing the
goals in policy-making. In fact, it's not until you are well into the process that you
start 10 realize what the problem really is. Fonnulaling the problem is more like the
end than the beginning. It is more realistic because if5 aim is fundamentally
pntCticaJ.. "to connect what migt. be wanted with what can be provided" (Wtldavsky.
1987, P 44)_ It helps ensure that the problems are ones that can be sotved.
recognizing that policy is complex. involving many different people with different
motivations. values. and beliefs. It rejects the idea of value neutrality, seeing values
as embedded in the whole process. (p 4)
Dr J. Brown (pcnonaI a>mJJU1icalion, July, 1997), gave me an example of bow not
being realistic led to a policy getting shctvecl One year prior 10 the 'l...eaming to Learn'
oonrninee another lXXJIn1ittee prtsaJtcd a policy on computer education. Due to unrealistic
budget e:qJenditures. the rqxn was never implemented and the work of tile committee was
for naught.
There are four components of the reatistic approach to policy development mentioned
by Dr. Brown: the problem area, clarification, decision making, and problem formation_ How
did each of these fit imo devdoping the .Learning to Learn' policy? The policy making
process begins with the problem area. At this stage thel"e was conflic::t. diffemn:
interpretations. struggles over values, conoems over relationships and status. Or. J. Brown
(personal communication.. July. 1997), indicated that the committee started with Temt5 of
Reference that specified school libraries as the main coocem. l11e committee clwtged the
tenns of reference to a focus on resouree-.based learning. since they realized that school
libraries weren't the end., but the means to an end of changing teaching and learning in
schools. Many things had to be clarified at this stage and questions had to be answered:
Who were the stakchokIers and were they included 00 the committee? Wha1 was up for
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grabs? What values were present? With such questions 10 be resolved it was obvious that
the next stage would be clarification.
To clarify some of the problems encountered, the oolTlJnittec obtained briefs from all
stakeholder agencies and wrote four diffeR:r'lt dnlft.s of the policy to circulate for reaaion.
All agencies had achanoe to critique the policy, from the Newfoundland Library Associacion
to the Provincial Home and School Association. They also consulted with Dr. Wayne Oakley,
the Direclor of InstnJaion for the Depanment of Education, for they knew that he
was the one who had to defend it at the executive level oflne Department of Education. At
this stage aiticism was Cl:pected and looked upon as a heallhy sign of interest in the policy.
Revisions and cuts were made in response to the feedback: being received. The committee
also looked at the teaching force and their possible reluctance 10 a change in teaching style.
This affected the way the policy was written as wdl.
The next stage involved making decisions.. However, it was not seen as just selecting
an option but as a process involving the selection of an option; a search for information to
prove or disprove it; and a wiUingness to reverse the decision if necessary. Brown cited
Popper (1972) to support this view:
Admittedly. we all try hard 10 avoid error. and we ought to be sad ifwe have made
a mistake. Yet [0 avoid error is a poor ideal; if we do not dare to tackle problems
which are so difficult that error is almost unavoidable, then there will be no growth
of knowledge. In filet. it is from our boldest theories, inclyding those which are
~ that we learn most. Nobody is exempt from making mistakes; the great
thing is to learn from them. (p. \&6)
The final stage was problem formation.. Here the committee had arrived at their best
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thinking and agreed on two policy statements wftich they felt would go to govemment for
authorization. Brown (1992) sums it up by stating, "Policy-making is a slow process., one
that requires people to leam and change. But if it is to lead to action, it also requires an
undersl:anding of what is possible and what is not, as far as one can ascertain that" (p. 10).
This policy was ready few impIementarion in 1990, n:oeived official authorization from
theminislez-ofcducarion in 1991, and was officially released to schools in September, 1992.
Curriculum DcydQpQKRC
In l,eanjnp tp Inm the NewfowdJand Department of Education (1991), put forth
a philosophy ofecIuc:ation to guide c:ducalionaI prac::tioc in the province. However. the natwe
of the change to resource-bascd learning is not restriaed to philosophical changes alone.
Rather. these philosophical beliefs underpin the strategies for teaching and curriculum
development. According to Ornstein (1991), "philosopny provides educators. especially
curriculum specialists, with a framework for organizing schools and classrooms" (p 10).
The Depanment ofEducation (Newfo.mdland., 1995) recogniz.ed the vital connection
between ptiIosopby and curriculum development. and outlined a series ofguiding principles
to aid in curriculum development and implementation. This was done to ensure that the
philosophy of resource-based leaming permeated aU subject areas and grade levels of the
education system. Good1ad (1979) supports the direction taken by the Department in swing.
"philosophy is the beginning point in aurialhun decision maJriog and is the basis for all
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subsequenl decisions regarding 0JITicu.Ium Philosophy bcc:omes the attenoR for determining
the aims. means and ends ofcurricuJum'" (p II).
In response to current literature, and 10 implement the 'Learning to Learn' policy,
the Depanment made a commitment to change the way curriculum was being developed in
this province. According to Dr. J. Brown (personal communication, July, 1997) the
comminee had the support of Wilbert Boone., Manager, Curriculum Planning and
DevekJ,pmem. The department agreed to dcYelop eurriaJlum which reflected the philosophy
of rcsourc:e-based learning, the two policy statements being:
The philosophy of resource-based leaming shall guide the development of the
cunicuJum in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador;
Devdopmc:rn ofskills for Iife..long learning through carefully planned resource-based
learning experiences will be an integral part of the instructional process
(Newfoundland Department of Education. 1991, p 4)
These poticy statements did two things: Ihe first one ensured that the development of
theofficiaJ c:urTiwJum woukf rdlcct lhe resourcc-based learning philosophy, and the second.
tha1 cuma.lium development would be placed in the hands of district staffs and teachers in
planning resoun:e-based learning experiences for their dassrooms-the experienced
curriculum. This change in thinking about the development of auriculum was very positive.
It handed some of the responsibility to teachers. the ones who know best about how their
studentsleam. In lrus way. most of the curriculum planning and development would take
place at the school level. COMeUy and C!andinin (1988) make a case for the role of the
teacher in cunia1lum planning: "the teacher is the most important agent. after the
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students, of course, in a curriculum situation from the point of view of its planning and
devdopment. It is the teacher's personal knowledge that makes all the difference" (p. 13).
In an interview. Dr. J. Brown (personal communication.. July, 1997). expressed the
opinion that "the official cumOJJum has changed 10 reflect resource-based learning
philosophies and this is a direct result of the commitment shown by Wilbert Boone 11 the
Department." She believes that all new courses coming on stream reflect this change in
thinking. An examination of the curriculum guides from the past four years support her
claim. Or. 1. Brown (personal communication., July, 1997) is correct in saying, ~rcsouree..
based learning is alive".
The following statement taken from recent eurricuJwn guides support Dr. J. Brown's
(personalco~on. July, 19(1). belief that curricufwn planning and implementation at
the Depanment is committed to this initiative. The statement reads:
The concept of resource-based learning is not new. yet the term is relatively new. It
is the philosophy and practice of employing human and material resources to the
fullest extent possible in the design ofleamiog experiences that are varied and that
meet the needs of slUdenls. Excellent information on this topic can be accessed in
the Department ofEducuiondocument l.earning To Uanr: Policies and Guidelilll!5
for the ImpiemmlaJion ofResourct!-IJased l.,B11'7Jing in Newfoundland and l.abrador
(/99/).
(Newfoundland Department of Education., 1994, P 9)
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Implementatioa of Resource-Based Lalming Methodology
Coaditjo_, For Cb",n
The implementation process rOl" this program was well researched and planned to
ensure its success. Current literature was reflected in the process outlined within the
Learning to Learn docurnc:nt. There were two stages in the implementation process: overall
direction given by the committee and the Department of Education. and school specific
implc:mc:ntarion by teachers.. Denby ( 1995) agrees with this approach: "the auTenl experience
represctts a new Irind ofcIwIge, whe.-c:in ownD needs are identified, genc.-al direction is set..
some actions are dictated, and practitioners are called upon 10 find their way 10 the new
paradigm"(p.14).
Implementation is this maMeI" calls for a shift in the way OJrriculum change has
occurred in the past. from a top..down to a bottollKiP approach. The general direction is
provided by the Department but the specific change takes place in the hands of the
participants. Thi5 is what Peel and Walker (1994) refer- to as "empowerment". They swe
that "participant cmpowcnncnt is the aitieal mechanism needed to accomplish change" (p.
42). However, to accomplish empowerment and ensure successful change occurs. ccnam
e1emems have to be present Peel and Walker (1994) refer to these elements as: participant
commitment. good communication, support and readiness.
The committee realized that good communication led to commitment and a shared
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vision. De Puc (1989) stated that.. "only through good communication can we convey and
preserve a common corporate vision. Communication can sharpen.. embody and help enact
that vision" (p. r07).
Great importance was also placed on the readiness Ic:vels of participants w;thin this
implementation process. The committee reali..ud the need to have people ready bero«:
i~change. Ped and WaJlr:es- (1994) agree: "undemanding the readiness levdsof
participants in the empowerment process is helpful, especially in the initial phases of change.
since failure to recognize those levels can lead to frustTation and disappointment"
(0 42).
Another" impoc1ant dement ofttle change procc:ss is the learning that occurs among
parricipam:s. The people invoIwd must have an undersww:1ing and knowledge of the change
process thal is being implemented in order to build commitment and a shared vision.
Leithwood (1995) stated: "uncle!" conditions which naturally allow for a good deal of
individual and collective learning on the pan of staffs. then both intemally- and extemally-
initiated reform efforts seem to have positive results" (p. 6). Sengc (1990) and Fullan (1995)
both agree that learning organizations enable people to achieve what lbey truly desire. The
question to be answer-ed then is. how did the l...eaming to Learn Committee and the
Department of Education address these aitical elements ofchange?
It was quickly realized that the needs ofall participants had to be met and this meant
training was necc:ssary. In ordCf" to c::mure the suocessfuI implementation of res<>un»based
learning, tbe committee knew they would have to build strong commitment among
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participants. l1lis would OCCUT in the fonn ofongoing training and by empowering others to
lead. Maeroff( 1993) agrees that., '"the greatest obstacle to change at the beginning orttle
process are the people whom the process is trying to empower" (p. 28). Denby (1995) also
supports the need for participant training in stating, "barriers 10 change have been well
identified-personnel and training" (po 14).
With Learning to Learn. the empowerment process started in 1987, with Library
Symposium I: l...earring To Leam. Future Directions. The committee realized the importance
of having good leaders during the initial stages of implementing change. Fennell (1996)
agrees that. "one ofthe greatesl challenges in implementing change processes isleadc:rship"
(p. 17). 1lJe aim of this conference was to communicate the vision and build commitment
among dislriet Superimendents. According to Dr. J. Brown (personal communication, July,
1997), this was accomplished.
The nrxt step in the empowomcnt process was to build undemanding, commitment.
and a shared vision among district personnel and principals. This was accomptishod through
Library Symposium n: R.esourctHlased Leaming·Dislrict and School Leadership. in January.
1990. imrnediaIety following. came Libmy Symposi,un m: Resource-Based Lnstruction For
School Site Implementation, aimed at leachcn and school teams. This idea of 'teachers as
leaders' in the change process is supported by Maeroff(l993) who Slates. "the big thing that
happens once you let teachers fill the role ofleaders in their building is that they stop using
excuses and start controlling their own destiny" (p. 27). Connelty and Clandinin (1988)
suppan tIDS handing of responsibility to teachcn by asking that. "all teaching and learning
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questions - all a.crrieulwn matters· be looked at from the point of view of the involved
persons. We believe that curricutum development and curriculum planning an:: fundamentally
questions of teacher thinking and doing" (p. 4).
The final training initiative in the first stage of implementation came from the
Department of Education in November, 1992. in the fonn of a provincial conference on the
implementation ofResowt:e-Based l....earning. Attending, as invited participants, were teams
from every school district office in the province. Teams included the assistant superintendent
ofauriaJ.Ium. the learning n:sources coordinator for the district, and one other delegate. At
this conference the ideas, roles and responsibilities of participants were identified and
directioo given for this change. The policy now had the approval of the minister and the
·L.eaming to Learn' document was released as the guiding policy for impJementing
resoun::e-based Ieaming. Training materials., including a comprehensive manual and a locally
produced videotape. were provided to every §Chaol district.
This conference saw the tnnsfer of power from the Department of Education to the
edUcatOB in the field. The baU was now in the hands of District staffs and lcachen. The
expectarion was thai ae:tual changr:s in auriOJ.lum and leaching methodology would now gel
put in motion. The roles and responsibilities of everybody involved were now dearly defined
(Appendix B). The Department of Education (1992) clearly articulated lhis transfe.- of
power:
Successful implementation of~ learning depends on coopenltion,
commitment and support throughout the educational system. Di5triet office
penonnd, principals. and all teachers have partialIar expertise to bring to, and
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responsibilities in., the implementation process. All must work together as partnerS
towards the common goal of assisting students in achieving their maximum~
(p.22)
Mcctjar Dr Ncqk Of l.diyjd.aI Diltrictl
In handing the ball to school districts, the Oepartmc:nt of Education refrained from
providing a conIenI speci6camiculum that had 10 be implemented. Rather, this policy was
a guide by which individual districts could develop their own plans of action. Again. INS is
slated in the 'Learning to Learn' document. This was a key factor in the implementation
process because it left the door open for individual differences. Ornstein (1991) concluded
that, "teaching. learning, and curriaUum are all interwoven in school practices and should
reflect a ~·s and community's philosophy'" (p. 16). The Learning to Learn committee
and the Department of Education recognized the problems in implementing this policy in an
education system as diverse as that found in Newfowu:Uand and Labrador, and provided
guidance for each situation in the ronn of development plans (Appendix C). Within these
plans., the amount of time needed for cbange., the types of schools. the different staffing
situations., and the diffcrmce in facilities, were addressed. lntroducing these devdopment
plans, the Department (1992) stated, "One of the most diffiaJtt tasks in implementing any
proposed change is to visualize what is involved in moving along a continuum to the desired
stale", and "different kinds of schools, ranging from large to small, were considered, as weU
as different: types of staffing aJ'Ta08ements" (p. 34).
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The District's Rple in Impkmcgl.IjQp
With the gWding policy documc:rrt as a rc:source, individual Districts picked up on the
next phase oftheimplernentalion pI'O(lCS5-lhe distria and school implemenlabon ofre:soun::e-
based Ieami:ng. Plansofaetion wen:: to be put in place to address the acquisition of funding.
establishment of facilities, professional devdopment of staffs. collection of resources.. and
organi7Ation ofprofessionaJ suppon. The Learning 10 Learn document provided assistance
in these areas (Appendix D).
The sua::essfuI implementation ofthis new teaching methodology was now placed in
the hands of the people who would utilize it-teachers. Success would depend on
cooperation between district offices and school staffs. and on the commitment ofleaden at
the school level
A Sgrrey SIp"· GI"ClCQ Bay I.regrated 5c:bool pmoo A PnJogal Aqopgt
The implementa!:ion ofresourcc-based lceaming was indeed 8 success in the Green Bay
Di!.1riCl.~ Much Oflhis sua:esscan beattnbuted to the commitment shown by District Office
and the support and effort put iNa this program by district office staff. Despite this key role,
much ortlle success can also be attributed to the hard work and dedication ofteacben.
A realistic approach was taken by the DistriCl in implementing tbis program, resulting
4. Details of the implementation Oflhis policy in Green Bay District were obtained
through an interview 'tNith the then superintendent, Dr. Larry Moss, in July, 1997.
nin a policy being written outlining the plans for implementation ofresource-based learning.
11m; policy contained budget plans., professionaJ development plans. plans for facilities and
a plan for professional support. A long range plan was put in place which resembled a
developmental process that would evolve over time. However, there were dear goals that
gWded the process. The District had a clear vision of where it wanted to be at the end of the
Funding was a major issue <bing the inir:iaI stages and budget plans had to be revised
to ensure that money was available. 01". Larry Moss. Superintendent of Education (personal
communication. July, 1997). Slated:
We had [0 be realiscic and do this in the most cost efficient manner. bot at the
same lime ensure that it was done right. Schools had [0 be aware or this financial
commitment. Facilities and resources were two main concerns of many schools in
the district. Funding had to reflect the needs of schools in these areas as weU. The
DisttiCl responded by increasing learning resource budgets and elCtending on a project
staned in 1989 to have fully fuoctioning resource centers in every school
Professional dcvdopmem of teachers was also a key factor in the successfuJ
implementation of resource-based learning. The District realized dw. teachen had to be
educated in order foc change 10 take placc. As. result. a plan was developed for the in-
service of a111eachers throughout the district. In addition. HRO gnuns enaNed District
Office to offer week-long shon courses in R~Based Learning during the SlUIlO'ICfS
of 1993 and 1995.
However, professional development did not stop with just in-service training.
The Green Bay board added additional personnel-lWO Itinerant Tcacbcrs for resource-
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based learning. ~ These itinerants tTaveUcd throughout the district and worted with
individual teachers to develop learning units specific to their schools, classrooms and students.
This personali2ation ofamlcuIum is supported by Connelly and Clandinin (1988) who state.
"the "'whal: is" and the "doing'" are intimately connected through the personal knowtedge of
the individual teacher'" (p. 4). This idcaoftcachcn in control is further strengthened by Reid
(1992) who states. "the teacher is a means whereby curriculum plans aTe implemented in
schools" (p. 87).
This was a three year program thai started in September, 1993 and ended in June,
1996. Over" the three year period, allleaCbers were aposed [0 the concept ofre:source-based
learning and most~ taken through the process of impk:menting a unit within their-
classrooms. l1ris program enjoyed much success and even though it completed its mandate
in JWJe, 1996, the seeds wen: planted to carry resource-based learning methodology into the
future.
The Gf'een Bay Oistriet's success was based on a shared vision. a vision developed
through cornmitmmt., both financial and professional. The anention given to the readiness
\eveis ofparricipanls and the ongoing Ic:aming process that took place were key faaan in the
suca:ssful implementation of resource.based learning. The empowerment ofteachen 10 be
leaders in their own curriculum development allowed the vision to be personalized to
individual settings, making this cwricuJum change more relevant. The type ofleadmhip
employed in the Greco Bay District provided an atmosphere for learning; organiDtional
s. This is a finl hand accoum. oflhe itinerant teacher. Snce I filled one ofthe:se positions.
7.
learning: "A learning organization is an organization in which people at all levels are,
collectr.-dy, continually enhancing their capacity to create things they rca.lly want to create"
(O'Neil, 1995. p. 20). Teamwork., people working collectively, does not happen overnight.
Rather, teams devdop ov~ time; they continuousty learn as they function within their
specific setting. "In other- words, great teams are leaming~ - groups of people
who. over time. enhance their capacity to create what they truly desire to aeatc" (Senge,
Rabens. Ross, Smith & Kleiner, 1994, p. 18). As the development of these teams is
analyzed. it is apparent that the members ace emersed in a "deep learning cycle". in which,
new sIciDs and capabilities are acquired: "This deep learning cycle constitutes the essence of
a~ orpmtion - the deYdopment not just ofnew capacities, but of fundamental Wfts
of mind. individually and coUecrivdy" (Senge et al.• 1994. p. 18). Thc:se shifts ofmind are
of critical importance to a succes.sful change process and in the implementation of new
methodologies.
The strengths ofthe learning to Leam policy can be summed up in onc statement: it
was a milistic approach to change which was initiated from the bottom and oot imposed from
the top. This statemem encompasses what writers are saying about curriculum change.
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it should come from the experts in the field-teachers, who would use what Connelly and
CIandinin (1988) reR:l-lO as"pcnonaI practical knowkdge" (po 25) in developing curria.Llum
e:cperiences for their students. "The Learning to learn policy, developed by educators, was
meant to be a guide for roniculum development and not a prescription of set plans. Johnson
(1969) supports this: ~lfomicuJum serves any purposes. they are 10 guide instruction and to
fumish criteria for eva.luation. Curriculum. therefore. must be a statement of intention. not
a report ofoccurrences or results" (p. 115).
The realization that educators in the field were the keys to the successful
implemcntation ofresouroc-based Ieaming was a critical aspect of its success. The distinction
made between the people developing the policy and the ones implementing it is very
important. It is what Connelly and Clandinin (1988) refer 10 as "theoretician versus
practitioner" in stating. "a practitioner does curriculum; a theoretician thinks about it. The
practitioner-~ the theoretician theorizes" (p. 87). In this case., teachers as practitionen
implement the cuniculum and make adjustments accordingly. Reid (1992) supports this in
stating, "the teacher is a means whereby curriculum plans are implemented" (p. 87).
Another strength of the Learning to Learn policy is that it regarded curriculum not
only as ol'ficial documents but also as experiences within the classroom and schooI:. 1ne
policy itself is a guide to aid in developing meaningful learning experiences for individual
students. It is not a prescription of ideas but rather a philosophy 10 guide development.
Comdly and C1andinin (1988) support this in stating. "the general idea is that auriculwn is
something experienced in situations. People have experiences. Situatiom are made up of
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people and their surrounding environment" (p. 6).
Broad goals and general aims were also a strength of this policy. Individual districls
were able to adapt these goals to their specific settings. Districts were able to personalize
these goals at each level: district. school and teacher. Different distncts outlined their goals
according to identified needs. These needs were specific and oould not be generalized to
othtrdistricts. Tylel" and Brandt (1983) see specific goals as a problem due to the diversity
that exists within the education system. 11Jey slale:
Goals are frequently not stated at the appropriate degree of general-specificity for
each level of educational responsibility. Goals promulgated by state education
authorities should nOl be too specific because of the wide varialion in conditions
among districts in the stale. State goaJs sbouId furnish general guidance for the kinds
and areas of learning for which schools are responsible in that state. The school
district should furnish more detailed guidance by identifying goals that fall between
the general aims listed by the state and those appropriate to the local school. School
goals should be adapted to the background of students and the needs and resources
of the neigtOOurhood. especially the educational role parents can assume. The goals
of each teacher should be designed to anain the goals of the school. (p 26)
The ernpIl6s placed on professional development is key to the success of this policy.
CuniaJJum change like any other change involves a period of learning. 1l\e panicipanu
have to be ready to change and understand the change process. This is what Leithwood
(1995). referstoasan "organizational leamingpc:rspective"(p. 6). He makes the point
that organizations which provide chances for continuous learning on the part ofstaffs enjoy
much success with change initiatives. The imponance placed on the individual teacher is
suppon.ed by FuUan (1993) and Hargraves (1994), who, io synthesi.ziog the literature on
educational change, stress the importance of the individual teacher in the change process.
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This is espccially true in cuniculum change. as noted by NiehaUs and Nicholls as early as
1972: "The need to regard curriculum development as a dynamic and continuing process.,
which at the same time can serve as a vehicle for continuing teacher education, cannot be
stated too strongly" (p. 18).
There are many individual strengths witlUn the Learning to Learn policy but they can
all be attributed 10 two facton: the adhen:nce to Q1/TC:nt litenuure on change and the realistic
approach to the development of policy.
The Learning to Learn policy has many strengths but. like any other policy, there are
weaknesses. The successes of the Green Bay School District reflect positively on its
development and implementation. It is an example of what can be done when proper
procedures and support are put in place for change. However. these results cannot be
generalized to othc'r disttias. What works wdl in one district may nol wont well in another.
In this way, one of the smngths of the policy, ~8 the distrias adapt the policy
to specific needs, can be a weakness. Different distriCls have different priorities and when
handed the respl)rtSlbility ofimplemcnting this new philosophy, may approach it with vigour
or with little or no effort. The chances of province-wide successful implementation become
slim under these conditions. In addition, many boards may not be able 10 meet the financial
or professional obligations ofthe program. This is a reality loday more than it ever has been
in the past. Ec:ooomics play a big role and without financial. suppon many programs get lost
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in the 'balancing ofbooks'.
Evident throughout the development Oflhis policy was the financial influence. The
nature of the policy itself reveals a lack of financial support from the Dqwtmem. Dr. J.
Brown (personal communication, July. (997), admits that the policy was accepted because
ofits efficiency as well as its merit lbe fact that most responsibility was placed in the hands
of individual Districts lessens the responsibility ofttle Departmmt of Education, financially
and otherwise. 1ltis calls into question the real motive behind empowering teachers to be
leaders in c:uniaJlum change. Some teachers have specu1aIed thal a switch to resource-based
learning. where teachers design wrricuJum experiences around school resources, lessens the
Department's financial commitment to supplying texts.. a cost saving measure for tbe
Department of Education.
Another major stumbling block to the successful implementation of this policy is
conflicting philosophies at tbe Department level. For example, the Learning to Learn
Committee and the Student Evaluation Committee. lOere is a mismatch between n::sour<:f>
based learning methodoloWcs and evaluation policies. especially at the high schooIlevd,
in that the continued reliance on corrtent-based test scores hinders the resource-based
learning process. Teachers wort)' aboul: testing and see no other way of evaluating students'
process wort. Since resource-based learning places greater emphasis on the process of
learning and is not specific content, there is concern among teachers in the field. Dr. 1.
Brown (personal comrrunic:arion. July, 1997), saw this as a major problem. She stressed that:
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During the development of the Learning 10 Learn policy, consultations were held
with the Evaluation Committee 10 develop an evaluation scheme that would parallel
rcsource-based learning philosophy. However, out efforts met with strong resisunce
and as a resuh. we are still faced with this problem today.
Another problem which coincides with evaluation is the use of gcneral learning
outcomes and goals. Leaning outcomes are devdoped to suit the ideal situation; "under ideal
conditions students sboWd be able to...... Howevel". the Learning to Learn policy allows for
curriculum development at the schooI1evel wtDch is specific to that school's context. lbe
goals of the school are reflected in the learning experiences that occur. A problem arises
with measuring success based on generalleaming outcomes while at the same time planning
schooI-s:pec:ific learning experiences. Teachers worry about accountability in situations like
this and shy away from re:source-based learning methodology. However. the foot of the
problem lies in cducaring tc:ache:n aI:xlut the process ofcurricu!um development at the school.
level. Again, this responsibility falls back on the District and the issue of finances come into
play.
Despite good imentions.. the development of this policy, and a change in the way
curriaJlum is implernened, then: are still many problems caused by the faa theGo~
and Depanmem of Education fail to adequately fund such initiatives. The direct result is a
lack of success stories like the Green Bay experience, and a program which fails 10 get
implc:mcnted province-wide.
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Over the past seven years there have been many omiaJlum changes from changes in
councs to changes in instructional stTategies. One thing can be said about these changes is
that they are a result of renewed thinking about what education is suppose 10 be. They all
reflect a philosophy of education which is centered around the student. The policy document.
l.eamjng to I.eam is no exception to this philosophy. In the introduction in that document.,
the Department of Education (1991) states:
As students in today's schools approach the 21st century. they find themselves in an
era of rapidly increasing knowledge and changing technology. It is no longer
adequate for students to acquire a select body afknowledge and expect it to meet
lheir needs as citizens of the next ccmury. The need for life-long learning is shifting
the emphasis from a dependence on the 'what' ofleaming to the 'now' ofleaming.
today's stUdents must "learn bow to learn'. (p. I)
It is important to note that even though auriwlum change is often based on good
philosophical principles it does not always meet with success in the schools. Major facton
COfIl:ritMing to the SUIX:t$.'S ofany a.JIT'iaJlum change are the way the policy is devdoped and
the process ofimpementation.
A rea6stic approach to policy development is essential for success. especially during
these economic times. The Learning to Learn policy was a balance between what was wanted
and what could be provided. Brown (1992) states:
A reaJjstic approach to policy-making is not a recipe. oor does it guarantee success.
Howewr, it is a practical approach. that tries 'to connect what might be wanted with
what can be provided. creating problems that can be solved' (Wildavsky, 1987. p.
17), and recommending policy sta1emeDtS that can be implemented". (p. II)
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A process ofimplcmcntation that involves all stakeholdc:rs in a contributing way also
leads to suca:ss. The empowesmcnt process undertaken during the implementation proocs.s
of tBs poficy ensured thai. participants wooId be rommitted and 11 ease with the change. Peel
and Walker (1994) state that, '"teachc:l" empowerment is the critica.l mechanism needed to
accomplish change" (p. 42).
l...ea:nPna 10 Lean!' Ppljcics andGt~ for the; Implc:mcutarioo ofRt;'jQurr..e-Ba!icd
1&lmi.na: is indeed unique, unique in that it was a policy initiated by educators in the field,
rather than imposed by the Department ofEducation. Another unique feature is that it strives
to acoommodate the diveBity of the education system.. It does not represent an ideal package
which must be implemented in the same manner throughout the province. Rather. it is a
guiding philosophy to be adapted to specific learning environments. These are major strides
forward in om1a.Wm development in this province. The Learning To Learn policy is at the
forefront ofeducational clwtge. reflecting QUTent thinJcing of many writen in this field
Paper Three:
CHAPTER FOUR
The Ludenbip Role or the ltiaeraat Teacber ia the Cbaa~
Procell: A Peno'" Acco.at
"
l.troductiM
In the faIl of 1993, the Green Bay Integnted School District. as part of iu
commitment to the Newfoundland and L.abrador Depanment of Education's Learning 10
Learn policy, embarked upon a district-wide implementation prognm fOf" resource-based
learning. The implementation of this policy was a major change initiative for Green Bay
District. The program was quite unique. its uniqueness hinging on the employment of two
itinerant teachers as instruaionaJ leaders. Never before in this province had itinerant teachen
been employed roc this reason. Green Bay District save new meaning to the litle. itinerant
teacher. one foreign to most educators today.
The role of the itiner'anl teacher" roc resouroe-based learning at tbe Green Bay School
Distria was to provide leadenhip in the implementation of. new insuuctional initiative. In
this respect. the itinerant took on the role of an instructiooalleader. Pdliccr and Anderson
(1995) define instruclionalleadership as the""irit:iation and implementation ofplanned change
in a school's instructional program, supported by the various constituencies in the school, that
results in substantial and sustained improvement in SNdent1eaming" (po 16). This definition
stresses the needed support of school personnel ('"the various constituencics").
As a fonner itinerant teachu for resource-based leami,.~ with Green Bay School
District, I see the role as one ofa facilitator, a 'guide on the side', a 'leader ofleaders'; a
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facilitative role of aitical imponance that must not be taken lightly. It is based on the
assumptions that teachers in the fietd are important players in the change process, and that
it;nC11Utt teachers as instructional leaders need to be cognizant of this fact and strive to
empower the teachcn with whom they work.
Grea1 Bay School District. adhering to current literature on change, recognized the
need for strong leadership and support during the implemcntarion phase of re:source-based
learning. 1bere had to be a shift from the traditional role of itinenm: teachers to a broader
roll>-3 move toward instructionaJ leaders, a leader of teachers. All too often.. teachers are left
to implement new programs without any form ofheip or suppon. As instructional leaders,
itinCf1UlI teachers must rethink the role of clusroom teachers in the: change process.
Lieberman, Sax] and Miles (1988) point out the failure to recognize teacher needs:
It is paradoxical that., although teachers spend most of their time facilitating for
student learning, they themsel.ves have few people facilitating for them and
undentanding their needs to be recognized, encouraged. helped. SUPpoc1ed.. and
engaged in professional learning. (p. 152)
An itinerate teacher" as instruaionaJ. leader can provide guidance and opportunity for
teachers to engage in JI'ICIIiogfulIeaming. The rcaIity among teachers involved in any change
initiative is one affear llIId frustration. Stepping into the unknown is unoomfonable for most
and this move often produces anxiety. This is a very real concern for teacher leaders
hoping to be successful at implementing change. Little (1988) noted. "even the most
COI1SCf'Illtive workplace reform proposals require leachers 10 act differently toward their
work and one 1IIOtber....IO take the lead in advancing the understanding and practice of
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teaching" (p. 82). ~ a facilitator, the itinerant teacher" can address these concerns by
recognizing the value of key players in the change process-classrom teachers. COMcllyand
Clandinin (1988) stress the imponanceofteacher- involvement: "The 'what is' and the 'doing'
are intimately connected through the pc:nonallmowtcdgeofindMduaJ teachers" (p. 4). This
ideaoftcachers in control is funher strengthened by Reid (1992) who stales., ~the teacher is
a means whereby curriculum plans are implemented in school:" (p. 87).
~TnstnJctionaIlcaJcn areteachen fim" (Wasley, 1991, p.154). This statement is of
utmost imponance [0 the itinerant teacher. Recognizing and communicating this rcaJity to
those one wishes to lead is aitical to gaining acceptance. Again, one must get: away from
assigning titles, or the "facr.ors Iflat enable teacher leaders 10 be successful with their
colleagues will also constrain them, at once enhancing and diminishing their potentiaF
(Wasley, 1991, p. 154).
During the implementation of resource-based leaming in Green Bay District. new litles
were assigned to the itinenmt tcacher-instructionalleader. IUcher- leader and the like. As
an instructional leader or teacherI~ the role oftile itinerant becomes complex. However.
one rrusI llOI add to this complexity by getting caught up in the titles assigned. Pdlicer and
Anderson (1995). rdtec:tingon the many titles attached to teacher leaden, state that the name
is "less imponant than the functions the leader performs and the ability of the leader to
establish and maintain acceptance and credibility with those he or she leads" (p. 17).
Regardless or title. teacher leaders engage in change. and have the ability to take
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others where they would not ordinarily go. Scnge (1990) and FuJlan (1995) agree that
effective leaders free people to achieve what they uu1y "desire" or~t". The onus is on
the itinerant teacher as leader to find "ways to acdc structures for teachen to work together,
to focus on the problems of their school and to enhance their repertoires of teaching
strategies:; aU part ofthe worte of teachers who work with other teachers" (Liebennan, 1988,
p. 6). Wasley (1991) concurs that teacher leadership is "'the ability to engage colleagues in
operimentation and then examination ofmore powerful instnx:tional practices" (p. 170).
Wasley (1991), in a study of~1eaders.was stJ'lId: "'by how enormously complex
teacher leadenhip roles are as they play out in practice" (p. 154). OnJy in practice can one
begin 10 undentand these roles and determine the principles and practices conducive to
effective leadership. In this paper, I will reflect on my personal experience as an itinerant
teacher for resource-based learning with the fonner GTeen Bay [ntegrated School District.
An attempt will be made to examine the leadership roles of the itineranl teacher as an
instruetionalleader" in this setting. drawing on the current Iiteralure. Also, an exploration of
the problems encounten:d in~ Bay Di5trict wiD be wtdertaken,. 8c:shing out the principles
and pnteti<:es ofleadenhip nea:ssaJ)' 10 alleviate these hindnmcc:s.
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Rallitiel of 'mplelHtltiDg Clliaage
A eat,tnt in .he ChIDp: Px1KCP
The~ tt.adler as instructional leader can act as a catalyst for reform within the
change process. A cataIy5t for refonn can be defined as that wfIich speeds up or supplements
existing processes b change. From this comes the role ofttle irinennt teacher-to ensure
educational change takes place in an expeditious and ort1erly manner. Howevel'", in eumining
Wc:bster's Dictionary meaning of the word 'catalyst'. "a !lUbstanee which either speeds up or
sJows down a chemicaI reaction, but wlDch itself undergoes no permanent chemical changen
(Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary, 1969. p. 283), another meaning ema-ges
which has major implications for curriculum change. Depending on his or her" style and
knowledge of the change process.. the itinenant teacher" could also slow change and hinder
improvement, just like a eatalyst in a chemical reaction. The connection made between the
role of an itinerant teacher and that of a catalyst has major implications for the successfuI
implanentarion ofany change initiative. An awareness of potential problems by the itinerant
teacher is aucial to the sucx:ess of .school-wide implementation.
As an instructional leader. the itinerant teacher musl: take on many roles during the
initial stages to ensure unnecessary frustrations are eliminated, such that., the key role, a
catalyst for positive change., can prevail during the implementation phase.
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Apgsipar Readincss l..cycb- AllcyjltinJ: Fear aDd fnutgliow
An itinerant teachtt. in my experience. cannot function as a catalyst for positive
change unless the panicipanlS feel empowered and ready to engage in the change process.
Not being ready breeds lTustration with, and fear of, the whole process. When fear and
frustration are present. the chances for sua:essful implementation are minimal.
"The grea1est obstacles to change at the beginning ofthe process are the people whom
the process is nying 10 empower" (Maeroff. 1993, p. 28). Leader awareness cflhis obstacle
is aitical ifhe or she wishes 10 empower the staff Md have them develop commitment, take
responsibility and share in decision making. These are necessary components of the change
process. Schoo' level change is besl: realized byc:mpowering staffs and jfthe itinerant teacher
is nol aware ofcertain pitfalls the empowennem process will fail. taking the whole change
process down with it. Peel and Walker (1994), while reporting on characteristics of
empowering leaders. stAle. "'understanding the readiness levels of participants in the
empowerment process is helpful. especially in the initial phases of change (p. 42). As an
instructional leader the itinerant teacher must consider the readiness levds of each staff
member and "engage the ones who are ready 10 move" (Denby, 1995, p. 16), in hopes of
alleviating any fears or frustrations the others may have.
A crucial component of any change process is the stakeholders., in this case. staff
members. An important issue for all stakeholders is knowledge of the particular process in
which they are about to engage. Denby (1995) identified 'trW.nlng oc the lack of to be one
of the banicn to change and went on to say. "teachers need to understand what it is they are
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to do and the benefits ofdoing it. They need to fed comfOftab{e and supported as they
..•venture into new territory'" (p. 14). Hanson (1996 ) states as a pre-requisite for planned
change. "the change efforts should have a site-level emphasis involving continuous training
and staff development" (p. 285 ).
The educative process is critical to successful implementation of resource-based
1c:anWng in the Green Bay Oistriet-diminating unwanted., unnecessary fear and frustration.,
which can destroy the whole process. With such an important link. steps should be tak~ to
ensure the adequacy of this training such that it does what it is suppose to do, eliminate the
pitfalls (0 success. Hanson (1996) states:
After reviewing the litefllture on forces resistant to change. one is left with the
impression that they can indeed be fonnidablc. These forces range ITom the simple
ignorance or an individual-- "what I'm not up on I'm down 00"-10 the complex
vested interests of our own organizations' members. As the comic-strip character
Pogo so eIoquemly phrued it. "We have met the enemy and they ;s us." (p. 290)
Gregore (1m) stresses the importance ofeducation in transfonning the enemy into
fully functioning professionals. Burden (1990) Slates that these teachers have made a
definite commitment to the education profession, are inunersed in the process of education
and try 10 realize their full potential. as individual teachers and as contributing members of the
profession. Fullan and Hargreaves (1991) suggest that lhese teachers arc most likely to be
found in schools that have created a culture of collaboration where leacher development is
ofutmost imponance. Teacher education progranu in tbese schools are designed to address
readiness levels and alleviate fear and fiustration associated with new initiatives. The role
of the itinerant is to ensure dw such a training prognm ex:ist5 and thal its main goal
.1
leadership.
Resouroe-based Iearnir1g is not anew~ to mosr edJcaJ:OB. In l3cI. it dates bade
10 19n when Tay\ol". in his publication. RC'i$!)II("S Me !.camins coined the phrase,
"Jeaming to leam". In addition, by the 1990's. other provinces in Canada were also involved
with implementing this concept.
It was this oonnccrion with the past lhal had profound impact on educators in Green
Bay District. Most refused 10 see the applicability to today's education practices and only
viewed resoun:e-based learning as yet another fad that had come full circle. The emergence
ofresour~ learning in Newfoundland after it had already been introduced in other
provinces validated the~ "the more things change lite more they stay the same"
(Margonis. 1995, p. 387). The notion ofeverything in education coming full circle was a
popular phrase with teachenL They viewed new programs as here today, gone tomorrow.
This lack ofcommitment was a barrier to the change process and was certainly a trindrance
for the itinerant teacher trying to implement the resoun:.e--based leaming methodology. With
commitment comes change. as Leilhwood (1995) said, "Dynamic and committed teachen
have &twa)'! pushed the limits of what is possible and often found those limits more clastic
than they had lhougbt" (p. 10).
The lack ofcommitment started with the worldoad. Tcachers saw the tremendous
amount ofwork and effort involved with changing as a waste oftime and energy. They felt
it was a waste because the whole process coukI disappear the following year. They felt their
time could be better spent doing classroom related things rather than satisfYing some
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governmental wish. With Ihis type ofthinking it was easy for a new program to get bogged
down and lose direction.
AI the outset it was very difficuIt to motivate teachcn. They resented all the extra
work and responsibility associated with planning a new approach to insIruction. The buzz
words around staffiooms were, "fad". and ~something else from the past coming back [0
haunt us", or, "it's another waste of time and money". Right away. flags went up
Something had to be done to change: this negative atmosphere that was ovenhadowing the
implementation process.
In order n the implemenwion process 10 be successful these resiSUUlt forces had to
be brought to the forefront to be discussed. Principals initiated the process and, formal and
informal meetings took place where aD 5laff rncnbtn had their say. The process ofdi.saJsslng
the concerns and negative fee1ing5 within a group setting eventually led to • consensus that
the process was probably not as bad as first thought. As a resuJt.. schools moved forward and
excellent progress was made.
The approach taken was what Fullan (1996) refen to as 'Advocacy and Resistance'
In ltis paper. '.c:admbip For Change. Fullan quotes Margonis (1995) and Champy (1995)
who both believe that resistance is lhal which needs to be addressed, not merely to destroy
it.. but to explore and build on. They believe that many good things COmf: from resistance.
Champy (1995) summarizes this problem:
We believe teachers' initial expressions of cynicism about reform should not
automaticaIy be viewed as obstructionist BaS to oven::ome. Instead, time sbould be
spent looking carefuUy a1 those resistam acts to sec ifthey might embody a fonn of
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good sense-potential insights into the root causes ofwhy the more things change the
more they stay the same. (pp. 386-J87)
A culture that squashes disagreement is a culture doomed to stagnate, because
change always begins with disagreement. Besides disagreement can never be
squashodCfltirdy. It gets repressed, 10 emerge later as a pervasive sense of injustice,
rollo_ by -"Y. =entment and c= sobotoge. (p. '2)
Another reality, the resisrance of aging staffs, was also prevalent during the
implementation of resource-based learning in Green Bay District. It was my experience,
working with diffttc:nt staffs. thn the teachers most resistant to change were generally senior
(plus twenty yean experience). Principals of schools involved in this process told me that
during the initial stages ofimplemeotation. the most resistance came from older teachers on
staff. However, one must be cognizant of the fact that not aU senior teachers feet this way
about change. In fact. there were a number of exceptions in several schools throughout
Groen Bay DiSlrict Often, the resistance of senior teachen was diminished. and/or eliminated
during the process-the actions of the itioenm teacher being key. For change to be
sucx:essfulJy~ itinc:rant teachers m.JSt 600 ways to deal with indMdua.l resistance
quicldy and effectively. Hanson (1991) states:
The forces that can contribute to slowing down or even blocking the change
processes are important parts of an organization's environment. They must be
diagnosed, understood, and taken into account in the targeting process and the
selection ofa change struegy. (p.290)
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To deaj with this resislance., important questions musI be answered in order to gain
a better understanding of senior teachers. Why were the older teac.hcfs resistant? What is
it about them that made tbern so resistant to change? Evans (1989) provides an answer in
slating that most teachers "find themselves in midlife and/or mid-<:areer, time when the
stresses oflifc:and worit commonlyintensif)'thenatural reluctance to change" (p. 10). Schein
(1978) offers an explanation in stating, ""their personaJ lives have grown more complex and.
like other professionals who have spent years in the same job. they are prone 10 a loss of
motivation and a levelling offofperformance" (p. 20). Evans (1993) states:
'These tendencies are rr:fIected in a shift away from work priorities toward pcnonal
cona:ms. including one's health, monality and transitioas in one's family. a growing
focus on material • \'$. intrinsic· job rew~ loss orlbe experience of success with
consequent damage to morale-mastery lessons bolh the challenge in the job and
recognition for performance; and reduced flexibility and openness. (p. 20)
Evans (1993) goes on to say that, "though normal. these characteristics have enormous.,
largely ignon:d implica:tions for restructuring. They make teachers morc vulnerable to suess
and more sensitive to criticism.. leaving them less able and less willing to respond to calls to
r$TUetW"e" (pp. 20-21).
Most teacheB want to hold on to their traditions-thcu is a tendency 10 say "this has
always worked fine for me so I'll keep doing it". 1l1ere is comfon and security in tbis
statement for olderteachcrs. Hanson (1991) refers to traditions as 'sacred cows' in stating:
The costs of change that invoive traditions or sacred cows of a school will be
unacceptable to many and tbus provocative of resistance. Many impassionod old·
timers woWd rather see theiT school burned to the ground thaD to see an alteration
in its tradition. (p. 295)
9'
For many older teachers, change brings fear of failure, something new that may
challenge their professional status in the school. They are no longer seen as authority figures
on new initiatives and fed inseaJre and open to aiticism. This is enough to warn off any
teacher, especially ones who have enjoyed freedom from these criticisms for so long. Hanson
(1991) supports this view:
Educators may be highly resistant because a change may be a threat to their personal
status; dissolve and informal group that is a source of personal satisfaction; be
interpreled as criticism of their penonal performance; iocrease their work load or
re:sponsililitie or have been proposed by someone they dislike or distrust. (p. 298)
Goodwin Watson in Hanson (1991) refen 10 this as "insecurity and regression": '"The
readion ofinsecure tcacheR...lS too often 10 try to hold fast to the familiar or even 10 return
to some tried-and-true fundamentals thal typify schools ofthe past" (p. 298)
Older teachers have also been referred to as skeptics who use the excuse thallhey
havebcc:n around and seen enough oftbese things come and go. Weiss. Cambooe & Wyeth
(1992) capture the essence of this reasoning:
The nonparticipants offer good reasons for not becoming involved.Often. they
accept the Iabd ofskeptic. They have been around, they have seen other movements,
they have worked hard on o.urieulwn committees or school improvement teams or
other such bodies. and they have scm these come to naught.. Let somebody dse take
a tum They will wait and see. (p.353)
After reviewing tbe literature on forces resistmt to change, it becomes evident that
the resistance of aging staffs can be a formidable one. During the initial stages of the
implementation phase in Green Bay District this was indeed the case.
How then, does the itinerant teacher" enswe tbal positive change takes place? The
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key for some researchers is readiness. Ped and Walke!" (1994) believe that addressing the
readiness levels of participants is crucial to any change effort. Not being ready breeds
fTustration and a lack ofoornmitment. Evans (1993) suppons this in stating. Ystaff'mcmt>ers
response to mann depends not;m on its substance., but on their own readiness for clwlge'"
(p.20).
However, addRssing the readiness Iew::Is ofoIdcr teachers can be difficulL, e:speciaIly
for those who wi to see the benefits of change and seek exaiMic rather than intrinsic
rewards. For Evans (1993) the answer lies in a leader being authentic. He or she has to
motivate the resistant individuals so that they want to change. Baduacco & EUsworth,
Scrgiovarri (1992). and ScNedtty (1992) aD stress that leaders must aim not a1: manipulating
subordinaJ:es, who do as they're bidden. but at: motivating roUowers. who invest themsdves
aaivety. -nus requires leaders who are skilful. but who above all are credible, they must be
authentic'" (Evans, 1993, p. 21).
A reward system is an important component in motivating older teachers. They
have to 5CC something 'in it for them'. Evans sums it up'
Vetenn tcachcn who are encountering life and career issues, need mon:: reward. not
less - a need that intensifies when they are asked to uodertaIce change. So.
restructuring leaden mu.5I be active cheerleaders and coaches. These roles often
devalued by administnltors, are repeatedly endorsed in studies of organizational
change. as Majkowski and Bamberger (1991) obsern:. are especially apt in schools
because they capture the essence of memoring at the heart of mastery. (p.21)
Mitchell and Peters (1988) Slate. "Devdopment of an effective reward system. not increased
use ofthrcats and coercion, is neocssary ifteacher motivation is to be improved'" (p. 75).
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The average age ofthe Newfoundland teaching force is becoming older every year.
This can be CIq:IIained panially by layoffs based on seniority levels which strip the education
system of its )'OlIth., resulting in an aging leaching force who for the most pan dislike or
distrust their employer. According to Hanson (1991) distrust and dislike lead to increased
resistance to change and a lack of conuniunent on the part of participants. This has real
implications for itinerant teachers as instructional1caden. They need to be prepared to deal
wlth the resi5t&l'loe ofoideI" leachen ifsuccc:ssful change is to CKX:W". It is my contention that
itinerants who are authentic leaders and practice the art of motivation will have the most
success. In addition. itinerants who practice what Fullan (1995) ~fers 10 as.. advocacy and
resistance, and build on resistance rather" than squash it., will be better able 10 handle these
kindsofsitualions.
The Itinen.DC Teacher as IDStnIctioaai Leader-
The Rumaa ticman
Abundantly clear from the literature is the l'act that people are at the core of any
change initiative. and they ultimately determine the nature ofthe change. Maeroff (1993)
agrees that, "the greatest obstacle to change at the beginning of the process are the people"
(p.28).
This had major" implications fOI" the implementation of resource-based leaming. Frrst,
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there is a con8ict ofinteresr:. This program is being implemented from the top down, but its
success is in the hands orlhe people at the bottom; teachers. Evans (1993) recognizes this
problem in stating, "most advocates of restructuring treat refonn as a product. but change
must be accomplished by people" (p. 19). This is like shooting yourself in the fooc. The
itinerant teacher must give more consideration to teachers and the types ofconcerns and/or
needs they nright have with regard to a new program. !be readiness levels of participants
must be addressed" (Peel and Walker, 1994. p. 42). In the past. leaders have done little 10
address these concerns and the attitudes of leac!ters remain negative towards reform
Postman & Weingartner (1987) beiieve there can be no significant innovation in education
that does not have at its center the attitudes ofteachel's.
Respon.g."bWty for implementing resource-based learning in Green Bay District was put
in the hands of the itinenmt teacher. In this way the catalyst for refonn was not the program
but rather. instrucrioRaileadership provided by the itinerant. Too often, central office people
fail to consider the complexities of implementing change in a school setting
and fail to adequately addreu the role of the change leader. Evans (1993) puts it in
They treat reform as a prodUCI and, focusing on its struetunJ frame, often overlook
its h.mw1 face. But change ITU5t be accomplished by people. The key is to focus on
this human face. to see innovation as a generative prcx:e:ss and undentand its
personal and organizational dynamics. To do this, we must broaden our perspective
on change and rethink the essentials of leadership. (p. 19)
Grten Bay District. employing itinerant teachers as instructional leaders, adhered to this
broader view ofchange, utilizing the~ ofeffective leadenhip.
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The itinc:ranI: teacher as instructional leader must wear many hats in dealing with the
problems associated with change. Often. assumptions are made that leaders are competent
enough.. and have all the skills necessary to implement change. There is a failure to see the
mounting resistance to change in ~s. 1Re types of struggles the instruction&! leader
encounters during the initial phase ofimplementation are overlooked: addressing readiness
1C"ids., lack ofcommitment. fear and fiustrarion. skeptics., the full circle syndrome. and aging
staffs. In many cases, the problems are a direct result ofdislike and distrust for an upper
administration that is very unpredictable and unfair in the eyes of teachers
A false assumption is often made., that leaders must know all and be all. However,
do is the ideal. and not reality. The reality for itinenInt teaehen is that they can be successful
leaders during times of change if they possess wl\al it takes to be a 'leader of leaders'.
Sergiovanni (1987) expressed what it takes to be a successful leader:
Highly successful leaders have a capital view of power and authority They spend
it to increase it. They have learned the great leadership secret of power investment:
the more YQlI distribute power among olhers.. the more you get back in return. (p.J4\)
Fennell (1996) stales that one afthe greatest challenges in implementing change is
leadership. Evans (1993) concurs in staring that leaders must aim not a1 manipulating
subordinales, but at motivating followers who invest themselves aaivety. Leaders musl: be
skillful and credible. To be credible they must be authentic. Fennell (1996) states that the
empowerment teachers sense through leaders' facilitating shared decision making in
devdoping and implementing change processes in scbooIs does a great deal toward successfu1
implementation.
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Denby (1995) closely echoes Evans as he identifies the barriers to change as
personnel and training, structures, tradition. culture. perceived success, and leadership.
Hanson (1996) slates that a basic ingredient for the resistance to change must be the mobility
aspirations of those who cany out the change. Whether or not they are upwardly mobile.,
indifferent, ambivalent 01" just ready fOf" a new job can make a significant difference.
Resistance is inevitable and the itinerant teacher Il5 instrucrianal leader must accept it as a
nonnal pan ofttle change process.
Qocpjp' I jpa: ofCpwglUgigtjog
Communication is the key to devdoping a collaborative culture in which continued
learning can occur. Good communication enables people to work together. According to
De Pree (1990):
Good communication is the way people can bridge the gaps formed by a growing
company. stay in touch, build trust, ask for help, monitor performance. and share their
vision. Communication clarifies the vision of participative ownerstrip as a way of
building relationships within and withoullhe corpolll1ion" (p. \02)
Senge (1995), cormnenting on cduca1ors, staUd. "We need [0 create an environment
where they can continually reftcet on what they an:: doing and learn more and more whaJ: it
takes 10 work as teams" (p. 20). GonoR and Snowden (1993) speak of the need for good
commwrication; "No leader can afford to limit communication behaviour to merely sending,
monitoring and receiving messages. A lead~ must also actively seek facts.. perceptions and
ideas from other people" (p. 44). This type ofcommunication aUows for collaboration. De
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Pree ( 1989) bdieYes "good rommunication draws out ofus an awareness of the meaning of
working together'" (p. 1(6).
There is a direct linJc between communication and culture. In fact. communication
defines Ihe culture and culture defines communication. (t is a two-way street with one
comptimenting the atM. Good, open oommunication involving sharing of beliefs., norms and
values, 80urishes within a collaborative culture. and a collaborative culture can be created
through good 00I'lU'IU1icat:. De Pree (1989) a>ncUrS: ~Allhe root. comm.mication and one
of its forms, language, are commitments to a convention, a cuJture. Dishonest or cardess
comm.mication tdls us as much about the people invotw:d as it does about anytlting else" (pp.
[02-103). De Pree{I989)agrees that you only gain respect through good communication;
penonal. two-way open dialogue.
Uppel" administration.u Green Bay School District recognized the importance of good
communication. llter"e was a need for something to bridge the communication gap that
existed between D\sttict Office and teachc:rs in the schools. Green Bay's answer was to
employ itinerant teachers u insuuetionalleaders, individuals to wort closely with the real
change agentS--leachen. Improving the lines of communication within Gnen Bay District
was necessary to ensure that a colLaborarive culture developed in which the«: "exuded a
natural warmth in human relations" (Hargreaves. 1989, p. 20). Communication penneates
tbe culture and defines its existence. Gorton and Snowden (1993) in reponing researcn
findings by Blanch (1989), indicated that there are four core values that define school
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roIture: "I) ooopcrarive axnrrutityIparent rda:rionsbps, 2) coopcntive teacher relationships,
J) student needs, and 4) leaders as cultural transmitten" (p. 112). All four values hinge on
effective communication and without it a collabol''Illive culture cannot survive.
Communication as a two-way street has playcn at both ends worlcing together. There
was a need for open dialogue between teachers and the itinerant. There needed to be a
paradigm shift at distrid levd. one from bureauaalic ruJe to active panicipation. Senge
(1990) stated that it is no longer possible for someone at the top to figure rt all OUl, rather,
"'the okIlTIC.Idd. the top thinks and the local acts, must now give way 10 integrating thinlring
and acting at aD Ievds" (p. 7). This meant coUaborarion involving communication had [0 exist
during resource-based learning implementation. The itinerant leachef" as insuuctionalleader
had 10 have good comrwnicarion skills and be able to work closely with individual teachers.
Green Bay District needed a cuJnu-e change.
11 would be unrealistic to expect the itinerant teacher to ch&nge the existing a.a.Iture
overnight. It takes time and commitment from aU levds to execute change Oflhis magnitude.
Fullan (199\) stresses thal effective clw1ge takes time, it can'! be rushed. When it does, it
becomes a quick-fix and very rardy lasts. HoweYCl". the irinenull teacher as insnuctional
leader should try to open the lines ofCX/I1'lITRlI1icanon by pursuing the matter. As an itinerant.
this is the direction I took., one which proved to be very beneficial
District penOlUlel believed the best way to deal with a problem was to prevent it from
oca.nring. At the outset the itinerant teacher needed 10 break the communication barrier.
10J
Gorton and Snowden (1993) s.aggestcd that 00 leadcrcould afford to wait passNdy. Rather,
he or she must personally lake the initiative to obtain feedback from teacben to secure an
open line ofconDn1l1ication. A lade ofaction on the part orthe irinenlllt teacher would only
help to strengthen the barriers to oomrnunication that already exisl:ed within schools. The task
was to oven:ome these~ Gorton and Snowden (1993) offered good advice: "In order
10 ovcn:ome these ban'ieB to colTWl'lunication. a leader must make contiruous and persistent
efforts to learn the attitudes and opirrions ofco-workcn" (p. 45).
Senge (1995) Sln:sses the importance of continuous action in defining a learning
organization as., "an organization in which people at allievets are collectively, rontinuaUy
enhancing theiTcapacity to m:al:cthings thcyreally want 10 crealc" (p. 20). The message for
itinerant teachers is to be active in their pursuit, not passive. Initiate contact, open the lines
of communica.tion. In other words., create what you want-an effective change process.
Writer.; like Karner (1979), writing far ahead orm-time, told us that information was
power and subordinates should be empo'tNa"Cd with it if the organization wants to be more
effective. Oubrin (1995) identifies collaboration and communication as key components
between aIJ rnembc:fsofanorgDzatioo. EVllR5(1993) and Peel and Walker (1994) state that
effective leaders are respc:ctfu! listeners, strongly biased towards clear. open lines of
communication and the sharing of information. Seqpovanni (1992) also stresses the
importance of collaboration and communication to the change process in stating that
transformational leaders are initWOf5 who rely on communication.
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Central to all these ideas is the need for communication, 'reaJ communication', with
the I~ communicating the goals of the organization wftile ac:ivdy listening (0 the
membership. This is a strong message for itinerant leaetters as instructional leaders
responslble for initiating change processes., one which need not be taken lightly. Leaders here
have to make a choice iforganizarional change is to occur. Senge (1990) Slates:
One of the pandoxes of leadeMp in learning organizations is that it is both
collective and highly individual. Although the responsibilities of leadership are
diffused among men and women throughout the organization, the responsibilities
come aNy as a result ofindividuaI choice. (p.36O)
Sprgntiocu Cor Spccm
Ultimately, as ConneUy and C1andini:n (1988)~. Ihe responsibility of curriculum
implementation rests in the hands of the teachers. However, when change is placed in the
hands afthe individual teacher". the process becomes rather complex. This reality governed
the itinerant teacher and provided the foundation for implementation of resource-bascd
learning in Gfeen Bay School District. Fullan (1993) speaks to the complexity of change and
poses an important question for itinerant teachers as instrucrionalleaders:
Educational monn is by definition complex, noo-fu1eac. fnquent.ly atbitJaJ)'. ;md
always highly potitical. It's rife with unprcdieu.ble shifts and Ihgmentcd initiatives.
That's the nature ofthe beast. The fundamental question then becomes., ..What kind
of mind set is going to relate best to that reality'?" (p. I)
The success I experienced as an itinerant teacher for resource-based learning in GTeen
10'
Bay School District can be attributed to the direction given to me by Oistria Office
personnel and the strategies I employed during the iniriaJ phase of implemem.arion. My
mandate was not prescriptive but nuher. suggestive. I was given a general overview of the
process and the rest was left 10 my own devices. I was to take resource-based learning into
the schools and plant the seed fOf lasting change. l11ere was no direction given as to how
this might be accomplished-a tall order indeed. Lessons were learned and mistakes were
made as I travdIed finm.sc:hool to school working with many diff~ individuals. However,
it was this freedom to learn and adjust to different situations tJw led 10 successful
implementation.
"You can't mandate what maners" (FuUan, 1993, p. I) was the first lesson learned on
my journey through change. You can'l tell people what to do and expect it to be done
properly. It may be done but not willingly and as soon as your back is turned the action
ceases. 0wJge cannot be mandaud from the top. Lasting change requires commitmenl: and
a change inanirude. FuIlan (1993) agrees ttw al the heart ofchange arc: lhe skills and know-
how. the axnrnitmenl, motivation, arw1 the attitudes.. all ofwhich cannot be mandated, cannot
be mobilized from the top.
Another lesson learned was. "Change is ajoumey. not a blueprint" (FuUan. 1993, p.
2). District Office personnel was wise to let the itinerant teacher choose the path to
success. They had the foresight to sec that one set path would not fit with tbe individuality
of each school. Previously, I referred to my experience asa joumeythrougbchange. I
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remained open and often found myself changing along with the teachen ( was ultimately
trying 10 change. Change is 100 complex. and unpredictable to be governed by a set plan of
action. Fullan (1993) concun: "Change is a journey through unchaned waten in a leaky
boat with a mutinous crew" (p. 2). The itinerant must apply patches and find the path to
No changcinitiativeisfreeofrcsistanee. A third lesson, again Slated by Fullan (1993)
is "Problems an: our friends" (p. 2). The reality is. you can't get anywheu without
enccuntering probIans.. Conflict is aD around us and unavoidabie. The ilincnlnt teacher must
learn 10 deal with conflict and U5e it to his or her advantage. FuUan (1993) believes that if
you're not encountering problems during the change pt'"ocess. nothing is being changed. The
phrase. things arc going too good to be true, applies to any change initiative. An itinerant
teachef- who ignores conflict is doomed to fail and is operating on false assumptions. Fullan
(1993) calls this encount~ with obstacles. "'the implementation dip..And the dip is necessary
- part of the route toward substantive change" (p. 2).
A fourth Ie:sson is that., "VlSion and strategic planning come we.- in the process. not
at the beginning" (Fullan, 1993, p. 2). The GR:en Bay School District bad a vision for
~ M:aming impIernenwioo in its schools, bowe'o'CI" it was very gencnl in natw'e.
This vision did not speak to specifics of the change process and did not overshadow the work
of the itinerant teacher. Each school, on an individual basis came to realize its vision for
resource-based learning as teachers worked through the process and became commined to
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the change initiative. Fullan (1993) agrees that "Vision is not a starting point. People need
to get their hands dirty before they can articulate their vision. make it more focused, then use
it as a guide" (p. }). As an irincnnt tcdM::I-. I helped schoob create their own vision through
a collaborative cffon. Change came from within the schools. not from outside.
Anottu lesson Ieamed along the way was, "Individualism and coUectivism must have
equaJ power" (Fullan. 1993, p. 3). Collaboration is indeed an important requirement for
implementing change and without it there ;s a lack: of shued vision. However, I quickly
realized thatlhe individual is equally important in the change process. Senge (1990) stresses
that individuals must be free to explore thcir own assumptions and be able to hold these
assumptions out in the open for disrossion. I worked with teachers 00 an individual basis
to ensure personal visions W<:re realized and to eliminate whal Hargreaves (1989) refers 10
as ..groupthink" (p. 7). A tcacbel" without personal vision often falls into the tnlP ofagreeing
with the group. There is no commitment or change ofanntde on the pan afthe individual
teacher when this occurs. The challenge for the itinerant teacher is "to build collaboration
while protecting the value of individualism and getting in IDUch with your inner voice. This
is the ability to devdop penonal visions so thaI:)'OU can then inl:eracr: with othen about shared
visions., and still hold your own" (FuUan, 1993, p. 3).
The lessons learned are numerous and too many to mention in this paper. However,
1 must cooununicate one more which points to the human side of change: "Evt:ry person
needs to be his or her own change agent" (Fullan. 1993, p. 4). The itinerant teacher must.
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always be aware of the individual and allow that person to discover his or her own ability to
build personal visions and come to realize his or her own effectiveness in coping with
change. The one-on--one corua. I had with teachers in Green Bay provided the opportunity
for this type ofpersonaJ development.
SucassfuI change. change that has a \asting effect, change that is real and internalized,
is born out of good ~dcr'ship and an implementation process Oe:xibte enough to undergo
change itself. The itinerant teacher program in the Green Bay Integrated School District
provided the opportunity forthis type ofleadenhip to Oourish and offered an implementation
process thal was in tune with current thinking in educational change-the itincnnt teacher as
instructional leader. a recipe for success.
Conclusion
There are many 'do's' and 'don'ts' of the change process and instruerionalleaders
irrvotved in change fJI.lSl have oc:rtain char.Jcuristics and engage in certain behaviours. Fullan
(1996) offen a list to his readers: a good leader- must be willing to let go of control; be
supportive of staff; be open and available; be a positive role model; be sensitive to staff
morale and be able to listen to othen. However. ( offer no such prescriptive list as the final
solution to successful lcadCBhip for change. Rather, I contend that a combination of
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behaviours and characteristics are necessary for effective leadership and that such lists are
offer-ed as guides to the prospective change leader. Howevtt. I do believe that an
instructional leader. in tms Green Bay District's case the itinerant teacher, must recognize
the importance of, and undemand tnc impact of such factors as: climate and culture; staff
characteristics both individually and collectively; collaboratio~ open communication;
participant commitment: teacher empowerment and leader power in the change process.
Denby (\995) agrees that, these elements of change can have positive or negative effects on
the change process. He stales:
Barriers to change in the secoodary school have been well identified - personnel and
training, strucrures, tradition, culture, perceived success., and leadenhip are all forces
which can contribute to either inertia or innovation....changeJgrowthlleaming does
not take place in a smooth, forward motion. It is 5pOradic and unpredictable; it
sometimes seems impossible; it is fraught with anxiety and reward; it sometimes
doubles back on itself, or simply collapses., and must be rebuilt; it consumes • and
generates - tremendous energy. (p. 14)
The role of the instn.K:tionalleader has become significantly more complex in recent
years due to the tremendous amounl: ofchange oca.ming in schools. As Denby ( '99S) stales.,
the change process itsdfis very complex- It is this complexity that speaks to the need for a
school-based change process. one involving the use of itinerant leacheR as instructional
leaden. someone 10 work closely with the real change agents-indivXiualleachers. Fullan
(1996) agn::es that by working in a reflective way on real paradoxes ofchange, instructional
leaden; can build a more insightful set of theories and develop a richer array of~s and
effective practices. In conclusion, itinerant teachers "ought to be leaders of leaders"
II.
(Bmdt, 1992. p. 48). instructionalleadeB with the ability to"find opp:>rtwUty where others
mighc see only problems" (Dwyer, 1984).
III
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ImplementatiOn: Leadership Roles and
Responsibilities
Resource-based Learning
An implementation pian is essential when teSOurce-bll$ed learning has been
accepted as a paradigm. There are questions with respect to who has what
responsibility in the implcmcntalion process. This section is provided [(l
assist in this process. It identifies some of the roles and responsibilities of
stake·holdcrs. P1casc note that this is not intende<l as a recipe. but rather as
a guide. Key clements arc identified so that the growth of resource-based
leamingcan be supported through the schoolsystem, and can be implemented.
Summaries are provided throughout the section in table fonn.
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Resource Based Learning: Roles and ResponsJblllUes
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anaprovltlc:lator~lonaJlweI; raoun::eservtcesFWrIodblly:
ptOVicIirIg COl'lSUIIlfWI___ pro¥kIng 1Ndenhlp In
and Nervic:e to $dVXll boards deYeIophJ~~ a IIftSUfWIg lNIluming ruource
onnallen:pertU1lngtolWOurt:8 Innmgskllsplanasanlnteg~ c:8I1UeIopeniIeonaflextlle
baacl teamng; ODIfIPGl*\t at the c:oopelallve .sc:htG.de to ensure rnaxfrT1Utn
plannlngandt.KhIng~ ilC:c:lIsslofleac:hen;and
Sludent5:
~al$ingwilhMUNFaculyol proY\dkJg~Narilr:lIand
Educallon lo ...5UI8!NtCOlJtSe,S~ $elViCU to $ChOO1s.
intnd'lWeclualion~
cooMIdwllhm.ptIIosophy
andP"l'9~oIthe~~
~wilhOChet
~~In·
--
1tW1ing as a cirIclion lor
proleuiolW~~
~Ie"'*'dogy
cnange,uneces$ilfY10
malntainconsistlnc:ywtl't
Department policills (e.g~
18amingntSO\llt:lllllillcherlor
schQollllm.rianj.
~~Iol.lSldueatlDnprogramswhid'l
1nc:otporallrwSOUfQII-basedltltfWog:
assisting In the ldend"JC3.Iion 04 ~oprbt. learning
AISOUrclS.
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Collections: Roles and Responsibilities
Department of Education School Boards Schools
ensuMg thai funds a11oc:ate<l1CN'
leamlngruoureesareU$eClfor
tlMtlrspecilledpulpOMlU
cMllMdlnlheOepartllVilntol
EducaIlanl9gulations.
.nsuttng t/W there Is an
eftedJve eoGee::don development
programwlthlntheschool;
~1hal<:otledbnpoldu.
gu/dIlinesandprocedureslW
deYelopecland~1Id1n
acr;:ordaneew~hthoseoltll.
district;
deYeloplng and malnW1Ing
dIIlr1cI1eamkIgresoUfl:ll
coIecdons.orstwngthe
dlMtIopmentafareglanai
l'MOUI'Otcenler;
dweIopng "**'-" standards dlMllDpIng,~.and
lorc::olledfonslnboChsd'looland I1I¥lewWIgwrtllnpollcles.
dIstrlcll1lSlXl'C8 centt8S; gu/dIIws and procedures for
IlIamlng~eoI«:lIon
~ptOYfnd.aIassislancIIO~nt:
t.;lrnlhe~Of
IeamIng f1ISOI,Il'CII coll8dloM; dlsignallng!he Ublaty MaariaIs erl$UMg UW am INdJeI'$ ani
GrantfortM~ntand lnYolvlld In the sel8dion 01
malIUnanc:eotthllcol8CllOn: leatnlngresourc. matertal:
provIdlng addlllonaIl\IncIl'lg lor
--""supplell'llll'ltk1gsctloolanddlsVtcl nUttenatw:e:caIeclbnsbymaJntalrWlg 3-
plOYlnclalcol8dlanotlntnlng
--
~iI$$l$tancelnth8
seledlon of resources tIlrough
the teaming IV$OUIt:8 coonfirWor
outdl9$Olln:IIsaIecllonali3;
ensuMgtheprovtslonota~
coIedloninalsd\OClls;
developingevaJuation
proc:edulaSloellSUl'llltlat
colIedlons are current to suppon
thecurricuku'n;
pmvidinglndel$lliplnlhe
appIcaIIonof newlectmology
systetn5,andproeeduresWhlch
wiDasslstrnth.~lelT1llf1tallon
01 rasouree-base<lleamlng. Thls
is especially lmpOrtant lnV1lry
smaldistrk:ts.
-A provinci.al colleaion ofleaming resources normally consists of m3leri31s which are
more econom~Uyprnvidcd at the pt'Ovinciallevel. For eumple, materials which are
best provid.ed through the acqui.l;ition of provincial duplication rights and site licences.
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Personnel: Roles and Responsibilities
Depar1ment ofEduc:ati'?" Schools Boards Schools
ptO'IkIngpruvnctalguidelnes -=ruIlIng.hklng,deplO)t'lg.and dIpIoyIngnullllzlnglumltlg
ancllWldaldl on 1M WUuamg dIsZrlct and $ChOOt resouIQ personnel U per
quaIllcIIIona.-1dra-aflMrnlnQ INmIngtaOUl'l»pet:SOIInet sc:hcJdboaldpollq:
--
defining the nlIes of INmlng COIMUl~the role and
ptOvtdIngconsultallveMMcllSto ~pItSOlIIleIln t88pOnSbIIIesattheleamlng
ttlewrblsedUcallonal CClllfcmnancewlhpruvlnClat raouttlIteaeher,·
~ guidelines;
~.tralnlng,~d
asdstk1g schoals In ltIe pnM:slon cxpnlzIngvoUntMn; to asslsIln
ntnlnlngafc:s.t=dtUdffor ltIelRmfng.~c:enrna.
ltIeleamlng tuOun::e c:entte.
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Professional Development: Roles and Responsibilities
Department or Education School Boards Schools
investigating school baAd· ~ ptafess60nal ensuing thai all staff m&ntlel'$
modeIsof~nlalIDnand ~aclirtIIalnlhe pardc:ipa1oinprot-.sional
pnMding dnc60n to sdlooI atU 01 resot.W'l»bued INning deI/eIoplMnl;
boatdsw,"i'"app6cation; ford1eaCtling"petSOM8I:
produc:inga __ ofvjdeo
prcgnunson resorJlC&-tlUed
••n.,,,
p.blishing a ptOYineiaJ doa.ment
Orlt8S0urce-based1eaming:
sponsoringprofes:sionaf
developmtnt aelivities for
proyinciaJ.~COI1$UItan1s
andsehoolboatdptttgrllm
eoordinil!OI$.
prcMdingst-wortanclfo~
pR;JVIdWlg InseMca lima and acWilies wilhin Ih8 school.
-""""'"
MlSUliligltlal.n-isfolow.up
for professional deveIopmenL
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Facilities; Roles and Responsibilities
~torEdU(2lion Scbool Boards
~1h.nndsancl
~ot.~leaminl;l
I'aCIUCIlClM'lln'(OlNsc:tlOOl
......
~acillrt:l~ ..-ng1l'lillltt.1e¥fWlg
-.wI:e c:.c.. Of shamg In N ~C8fIh is,.-,
~oIar-vioNlt ~toal~anc:t
c:.lCrr. IIMl::t*Sfor~1fIpft:lpIiaIe
"'~1Nmlnq;
~u.IUming~
'""'"
---
~~toplUVft::lll
5W1d411dsinaillingldJoals
wtMMe$Ud'lladlllf; ..
-~thcai.-1dlOOl&
1'Iavw18arnlng~c.na.
resIIarcfWlgal..".,. whIdleonfom1to~
instl\lCllol'l~spaa SW'datds;
conrlgUradonswtli::tlwillac:l1ital1
th'dCIliwtyofl'e$OlJft:II~ ~exisllnglNming
~doI¥eIoplng raout'ClICIII*-SagIInSl
ec:onorrW::atmodllsbaudonltMl ptOVindalSlanclaf$and
ruean::h,andproYdngsuc:tl ~p-to~
nlormalionlOSChodplannef$ ~.........,.~_
aoo~: ~
~and~.""'"
l18C8SUfy,lhe Sc:hool PtaMIng
Manual in Igtl oIcI'Ian!ilnQ
insttudIonalNqUh",*,I:s;
~prvWlc:lalSlal'CSard5
fOlteanmgfWOUll:ll~
1-9-..spac».""""'" ':"
~*-Thestandarcls
... ~sdlooI501Y1r)'lng
siz·.Oradtl~.~
v~inprooratl'WRng:
ptO\'icfng elIObl tumkIg to the
~.JI&l.aIion
COundIs.Z5IirQ11dal~
I*"'il.lOusislinlhlopn:MsiDn
and~ollltatMg
~c.lIhlSlnSd'lOotl..
Denominational Education Councils
From VfVlls proviode4 or lillisr.ture 01 the PrOVInce, In,
Oen~ EduCarion Cot.n::ils ptoriOe $Clool ooaros WIlli
capitalll.nds lor new $dKIOIs, lor Ixtensions and ,...ov.aUOIlS 10
uistingscnoot5l1Odlortumilu...and~ipmetll.ThIY;UI.ll'lotreIQR
responsiblel, as fll\andal resources p"nM. lor.
usisting~ Incoutaqing Chi estabiistl~1U oIlearn,""9
reSOUteeOlnlres. inconloL'rl'QflC8wilnprOVllldal$llnoaras.
as pilfl 01 "U nlwsctlools:
assisting and encouraging lne .slablisnmMI or
~rnenl olilamillg resourcecenl••s incoolorrNIloon
wil.nprov~ISluoc1olrds.inuislingSd'lools.
Funding: Roles and Responsibilities
Department of Education ScbooIIkm'ds ScbooIs
ptOYII*tgr~assIi5twalor bUdgtIIlngfor1heilloc::lllonol ~for...... m.rtals.
the~ and gerwaI furdng 10 supples..equipmenl.
~oIiMmng ~1AnWlg:
~...
sc:hooI and dIrriclllMlll:: budgedng forh~
~ and<larbalon OC
rllW'lCing IMopM1IIb'IOC dscn::l:~ "'*"*=
---
~.prod!.IclIorllac:illllMand pn:MdingdericalilSSkt:anc»ln
con&uIla1iYe seMc8s; Ill. cistric1 and tIM sdloot
leaming,.SOUlQlc:et'lll'*r.
c:04pollSOringpro(euJonaI
~iIICtivilf.. &ndsholt sponsoringprofMlional
CQYrsafot$killsupgtaelngOC ~KlMlIManc:lshoft
learning rMOI.IlQ personnel COUl$U for $ldIS upgraclng of
leamlngresourapeBOlVlel
Appeadi::l: C
Development Charts from Learning to Learn policy document.
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Development Charts
One oftbimon diffiCllt taSIc.s ia implementing any proposed change is to
visualize what is involved ill moving along a c:oatiDum to the desired stale.
Thedevdoptnentcbutswhicb.foUowueprovidcdtoassistinimplcmcating
the changes recommczx1c:d in this documc:DL One chan cxaminc:s the
iaJplemeuwion ofdinriet s:c:rvices. foarchan:S euminc~t typeS of
school situations. All five charts provide descriptioos of three Icvcls of
iaJplemcnwion. Phase· One beiDg minimal imp1cmcawion, Phase TM::c
being full implementation.
Four components ofdistrict services me described: staffing, the collection.
facilities, and support to schools. AtPhase One. facilities may be "anorage
an:a with shelves for resources". At Phase Two. the district has "a self-
coatained area with sbciving. catalogues and cin:u1a.r:i.on aRa", At Phase
TI1rec, there is a fully equipped dinl"iet cenac.
Diffe:ttntkinds of schools. BDging &om large to small. were coDSidcred. as
well as diffcr=t types of staffing amlDgcmenrs. The charts for- schools
include dc:tails for: a school with a leamiDg n::soun:e centre and a full-rime
leamingresowcc teacher, aschoolwithaleaming~ourcecenrn:andapan-
rime learning resource teacher, a school with-alcaming resource centre but
no leamingfCSOUICe reacher, andtbe smallschool with no learningresource
teacher or cenlI'e. 1llrec components me described for each situation:
staffing, the collection, and facilities.
Using thesechans. school board personnel. school administrators, teaehen.
and leaming resource teaeheacan identify their CtllIaust&tuS. and plan for
fwthCI" successful implementation. It should be nOted that some schools or
districtS may initially require a progression from Iheir cuncnt position 10
iniriaJ minimum implementation levels described in Phase One, Furthe.,
schools and districlS are nOt ~stricted to moving through all phases: It is
quite acceptable to skip a phase if this meets the outlined criteria. Neither
is it necessary to be at the same phase for all categories at the same time,
Phasesm:guidelinesinlhedevelopmc.ntproccss,andvariarionsinthisconnnum
may occur as a n:sultofthc specific cin:umsWlCCS pn:scntin ascbool ordistrict.
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District services for Resource-Based Learning
Phase One ....... T... Phase Three
Staffing
Collection
Facilities
resourens-lKlMlby __..~ IUllye:atalagultdcoll«:doll
1ubfec:l~wiIh wilhoMitlae:atalog
no organized melhod 01 cft:uIadon procedul'M..
eataIoguirlgordll:ula1kln Inplace $fllllcUulllUedOll
SlIIecl:Ion policy and
selIdlonisc:ool'Oinallld coll&cliondeVeloprnlnt
"'"
_I defl1ecl dII:ulaliGn
....-.-"'"automatedc:Kul&don
"",om
etoragaarn'frittlsl*- _~..awth provision of_to
IorI'NOUlCa 1heMng,~~ accomodaIa:
~arN.
.~
.circulIDol\
-rasoun=eSloragI
._'".pnI'IiewirIg
••m-procb::ion$
-vidIo~
.~prcd.Iaioll$
Support to
Schoo"
SlII1dIon aids and SlIleclionpoliq~
assIslaneewilhHraaion saleclionaids
coordinalion01 equiprnent
""'~
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Learning Resource Centre: Full Time Learning Resource Teacher
Phase One Phase Two Phase Three
Staffing L.AT(LeamlngRIIlSOUft:e ~plannlngand AIlocaIlanolLATSm&eIS
T~r)..r-s:poll$lbIelD/' teaehlnga~llOlt. OfUCNCSac:ceptQd
manag~, .tablislllng as Is seledlon and other SIanClards.
drcU~"proeedUAIs, pnllesslonaldUtles.
wfIlI c::ooperalIve Cooperative planning~
plannlngamaj"orrolli. ClericaIassIslanc8forroutine OIllerpn3fe5Slonaldutl8$
tasks.. p8d0minant role 01 LAT.
Volunteer SuppeR:
contlnuesyear-lo-year
conunuinglr.linlng
....~
LIlral'Ytecllnldanon
fulk/lr8baslsllandlesall
----
lIIousekeepirlgootlas,
t.Aodera1e!eadterm-olvemen1
VoIunte«Suppoft:
c::onunu.yur~
n1nw.gprognamavallablll
Volunleer Support
~.....
""-
ROtraining
Lil'M.edteacher
--
HlIavytndler
involvemem
CoUoaIon development
plan at sd\oollevef,
base<l on distnct and
provincialgui<lellnes,
Well-definedcil'ClJlation
proeeduru.
Awefl-rounoedcoliedlOtl.
A1trelevantlormats·
mcrotonn, computer
buedinlormatfon,
computersollware.
CenllaJlycataJoguedw~1I
standard procedures.
materials receiVed
pre..procassed,
co~ulefiZedwhen
"""..
Colle<:llon development plan
a! schoof IIMII. based on
dlslr1ctandprovinciaf
gukSellnes.
A wri!tencin::ulatiOI'l
procedure.
Movement towards
schoafleYl11leolle<:tion
deVelopment plan based
Otldistriclandprovincial
guidelines.
AcoI\edloninavariaty
oItormats,wiIh
11lS0UT08S in major;was Centrally catalogued willi
01 Iheeurrk:Ufum. stanctardproc:eduras.
matertal$i'8C8Ived
CertUal/y catak)gu&dwtth~. computerized
aartdardproced1Jres. when possible.
rnaterialsl'llC8ived
pr~IUClt$Slld,
colTllu1eriZedwhen
possible.
S.'-eIlonfNPOnsibilty Selealon~gfLRT Overall saI«1l01'1
at LRT wiIh inpu1lrom with IncreaMd LnpuI from staff responsilUiIy of LRT willi
stalIlOdeveloprelttYartl todeVetoprelcYanteollel::llon. ~rlnputlromstalfto
coIIadlol'l, doIYelopreleYant
Expanded coIl8diOn wiIh an colIed:lon.
irtcreasedl'lurrtlerollormats.
Collection
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Leamlng Resoutce Centre: Full TTme Leamlng Resource Teacher
- (continued)
Phase One Phase Two PbaseTh...
Facilities Ateaming ResouR:e FacIIIly rM8IS provincial
CftntnJI$ pcuvlde4to sandardand lnc::tIIda:the
acx:ommodale all.- followng:
onedassofstudeats.. Paltlculare~on
Area lnc:ludes stofag., - al8U lor IndlYlduaf and small Incarporatlng Mw
sheMng and dn:ulatlon. group workfsludy, as well as tec:hnoIogles.
-,.,'" Semr.ar rooms,
- WJragefslMMngofresoun::es tnJltImedlalllewlng
and equipment rooms, production
facilltlesaoJOining
- dn::ulationof rll$OUll:esatld fNoureec:entre.
equipment
- vl8'HtllQandliSt.ning ateas
- maWttalsproduellon
-displays
- Ieamfngrasourcecentre
admWlfS1l'illionhasdlstlndatea
Design elements of LRC 10
ormsldllr mndalds for:
-Ilgllllng
.~'"
. furniture
-SiZe
·ac:eessabilily
-equi~
-storage.retrieval.
clreufatlonill1las.
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Learning Resources Centre: Part-TIme learning Resource Teacher
Phase One Phase Two Phase Thr~
Slaffing LRTr~.onii
part-time buIs.lor
milnaQWlli.~
~~.
--
plaMftg ... mafor tWo
urr..-
-.-\fritt'Ilrnbcl~planninganclt.-:hing.
Volunreer iSUpport:
........
-
I'lOtrainWlg
MocIeoU tNCl'ler 1nvo~lNnt Heavy leacher
invotYemenl
Coltecllondevelop"",.,r
pliltlilfSChoolltlvel.
baseclondistridancl
provinciallluidelines.
Wel-cl8tinedeircuLation
procedures.
~e:uaIoque<lwlh
Slllndanlpnx:edur'es.
lTWerials~
...."...,.....,.
eotT'PUleriaclwtlen
po.....
A~U-roundedccll8ction.
All relevalltformats·
lTIic:Joforrn,cc/TlMef
bas«lnlormation.
computeriSOltWanl.
CoIedlondeWI~nlplan
iIlsehoal .....el, bawd on
cIi:stI1cl:anaprovineiaJ
lluilMlinM.
--
_.
Movemenltowards
senoolleveleol!eetion
developmlnt plan based
on distriet and provincial
guide""$.
SMc:tionrwsponstl&y ~responsI)Ityolu:rr Owtr.lIIMIKlIoo'l
olLRTwitI'I~trorn withWlr::J-..cl..fromstan rnpoc'lSIlIiryolLRTwilh
Slllfttoclewlop/Wllwant IocleYlllop~eoIlKlIon. miIjorlnpullromSllllfto
coIlldion. dewklpf1lleVilnl
ExpanMd eoIitCUOn with iItl coII8aiOn.
~asecI nurn.r oIlotmats.Acoll8dlon in a variIIty
oflormaa.wifll
reiSeurcesinlT\l.jorareati ClIntrallycalalogueclw~1I
01 rhecun'lc::ulum. standartlproc8dUras.
matetials~iYecI
ClInlnJlye::ataklguedwth ~.COl'll'Ut,rtr.ed
SQncIaI'l;l pnxlICIuta. wMn poaiblL
...........--
-
CCJtT1XIleriZedwhen_.
ColIl!dion
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Learning Resource Centre: Part-Time Learning Resource Teacher
(continued)
Facilities
Phase One
A lnmlng-Resource
CllntteIsprovldedto
accommodate at INst
one elassol stUdenu,
Ateaincluclesstoraqe.
shelYlngamcirculaUon.
_Two
• areas lor IodMclual and small
groupwoct<lstUcly.aswelas
Iat;.g~
Paltlc:utarerrphasison
iocorporallng new
-olog'"
Seminatl1)Ofl'l$.
-storaglllshelYlngolfMoun:es mullImedIavlewing
and~nc ,moms, produdlon
-circulatiOnotresoul'eesan<l :::.=~
oq,-
- viewing and Ilstening areas
- matertalsprodUetlon
.-
-leamll'lgresoutc8centre
adminlstt'atlonhasdlsttne:ta18a
DeslqnelllmerltsolLRCto
consId8rstandardsloc
-lighting
-aeousllc::s
-lumlture
-size
-ao:essabillly
- equipment
-storage.tetrlevalatld
eln:ulallonareas,
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learning Resource Centre: No learning Resource Teacher
Ph.aSe One PhaseTwo Phase Three
Staffing Team approach by entlte Teamapproachbyentlr8 Team appmach by entInI
stalf.vnderthe stalI',undef1heINdef5hlpof 5taft',uodertheludershlp
l8...:len.hlpolthe theprtldpalanddlslrfct ofthllprtnclpalanddl:stf1cl:
Pf1nclpalanddlst1lct perscmel.orocganlzeanc1 persontteI.loClgalliZe
perscnnel.locrganlze
-- ""'--anc:lclraJlaleresculC8S.. TNCher N"'"d 01 some THdletwith_
Vclunteersuppoft. c:laMfucmdUdMlOpert~ IrV\IngMlleYedcldutles
buIc ............ ta become invctvwd in
~~~nd
VoIunlNr support. INChing.
C1ert::alasslstane:8. Vclunt....rsuppcn.
Support Imm ~ library
tec;hnk::ian.
Collection Enllrestall~a!eln SelectIon and acquisition by $elecl:lcnanclaequisitlon
Mlec:llcnand aoqulsitfOn staff, In consubllcn wIltt by statl. In eonsullaticn
thltlughilllctmal dI:sUlclpersonnel,lhraugh wlthdlstricl:pelSOflfleL
=~and plantMtdlTWlltlngsand through planne<frreetingsIrtservlc:ellme. and Inservice lime.
Rescureeseatalogue<1.
COllection IncIudasnI'erwrw:::e,
nonfldbn.flclIon,periodIcais,
andnonprintnWertals.
ceUec:tlon lndudes
n1lerence,ncnllcllcn.
lIdIcn,pel1odicaLs,
ncnpc1n1mat1c1a1s..
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Learning Resource centre: No learning Resource Teacher
(continued)
Facilities
...... 0""
A Laamlng ResotwI
Centl'llsproYid«110_ .....
OMIc:lasliof:stues.nts.
AraalncludesSl:orage,
sheIvlngandclrculalion.
Phase Two
• .... forindllrldualandsmal
gnxapworkl~.as_Mas_.....
FaoRy_
-_.
SemInar tooms.
• storagefstleMng of resources ~Yiewlng
and equipmlnt moms. prodUdlon
lac:ilkles~lnlng
-dtcuIaIIonofrasoUl'Cesand rasoun;:ltcenU'e.
oqu"'~
- vl8wingandlisl.ening areas
• Ieam!ng tMOuree cantJ8
administration has dIsIlnd; ana
Des!gn8lemen1solLRClo
eonslderstandardslor.
-lighUng
-acousllcs
- fumilurB
-sb:8
- accesubIlil.y
- equipmBnl
- stOrag8.retri8vaJand
cln::ufallonateas.
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Small SChool:
No learning Resource centre or Learning Resource Teacher
PNl.seOne PbaseTwo PhaRThtft
Staffing Tnmapproac:hby ,Mmapproactlbylll'lln Tum apptOaeh byentlnt
lInIJ,..saall.undlIrltte SZaIl,tndlIrtlWktadelShlpot staIt,Undetlhll
lead'rsI1Jpotthe trlepb:lpalanddlll1cl leadltSlllp01 Itle
~anddlsttict personnef.lOorganlZeand pri~andcl$tttCl:
petsontIIl,loorganfze
--
petsOMlll.to otganlze
""'-
andeileulalltresouron.
Teacher reIewd or some
clasItootn dUdes 10 perfonn Teacl'l8rwithsorl1l
VoIUnlHrsupport. -_-. ninlngntlilvlKlofdlJlles
10 beeot\'Ie invollled in
VoIunlHtsupporL coopemjyeprog~
planl'lingancll.aching.
ClerX;::aJassistance.
VOlul'l1l1rsupport.
Collection ClasseoJleabn$,wilt! SeIlleUon and aoqulsllion by Seleclionand aequisi1lon
no cootdlnated eflonlO sutt,ln oonsuhdon wlh by statf. in COlI$ullation
selllcland c:entralz' dIsrrlt:t personnel, Illrough wiItt distri:t personnel.
matetiaJ$.
--"'"
WOugllplatlned
inservtcetlme_ ITWltingSand insetviGe
Alistotnlsoun:8$kept· llIM.
andeiteulatedby -.,.....~
admIqisndon or MtabIshed lotprk'tt AIIrll$Oun::es
desigl'lalll.
-
catalogued.
6ask:te1erenoeandprint COllealonincludlls
......... reference 1'I01'l1ietion.
fICtion. periodigts. and
nonprinlfT1alllrials.
Facilities An ar.a 01 a dassroom Pan or all of a mulU-purpoSll A speeil'ic: room ts
orarllasJneach room may serve as a d6dicalldlor5to~lI
dassroomcontain centralzedanaforlhll anclcircula.tion01
SheNlISlor I'8source coII8ClIon.wilhptOYislonfof resoul'C8s.witll~vision
sioragll_ resource-bas.edlaaming forrllsourte-bued
(may not apply to one-foom Ieaming(maynotapply
$dlools). 10 on.-tOomscnoolsj.
Appendix D
Plans of Action from Learning to Learn policy docwnenl.
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Models for Resource-based Learning
In order for students to become independent. discriminating learners they
must use. think about and evahwc the learning process. ResoUlCC·based
learning models can be used to integrate icaming sttategies and skills intO
curriculum activities. These sauegies and sk:ills permeate all subject areas
and arc the lUpOnsibiliti of all teaebc::rs.
The SUCCEEDModel for Independent Learning
Several models (Albcna Educarioo; Knhitbau: Marland; Sttippling and Pins)
havebeendcvelopedroidentifyaDl1dcfincthcncccssarystIatCgieswhichenablc
studcntstobccoroeindepeDdcnt1camc:l's.Onecxample.TheSUCCEEDModel
for IndepeDdent Learning on tbe following page. is based on n:se3ICh StePS
de6nedin InronnarionSkilb in tbeSec:ondary Curriculum (Marland. (cd.).
1981): Thismodclclcarlyde1ineatcsthestt:UCgies uscdin the leamingproccss
and the skills required to employ them. .
The reacher must guide and di.tecr: student progression through the stages,
continuouslyencouraging the student to reflect on and review each preceding
stage. The lists of~ required and process questions are not intended to
be complete and comprehensive and should be used only as a guide in the
development of a school's learning slci.lls plan.
Underlying the SUCCEED Model is a school-based learning sleills plan
which, saessing me imellecroal accessing skills generic to the curriculum,
acts as a foundation to this process.
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SUCCEED Model for Independent Learning
s
Stages Skills Requited Process Questions
Whal:i$lfP(1lIpic:l
Wl\llldolM..:lIg"-w~
"Whowil_orUSolthis
~?
HoW IRlCh~ is .-ded?
Uno:aver potlnllal ~Illify irmrmdan --. Wh_ can I find me infonnalio"
sowcu 01 information. o-....m- wdabillty of rMoI.lI'eft. I Ml..nU LAamhawla&OCll" lacaIeteSOUlCllL Howc;;anlglllOil.?
thlm. R..-i_ jlI'l)CM&. How i. Itl. inlofmalion
~Ild?
CoII,..;:I,uami.... and
ClooM _
Whieh are Ill' bnI rlsouteel
C HI-.;I lIUit.cl' """""'- for",.?
--
Revi..... proc;ea
Compile ......,.,..
"""""--
WIle informaliDn ___• '"'
C
infar'TMIionlrvm
-
--. ~~eslions1
........ - .............
--
Howshallorgania ..-dt..:ard
-,
-.
lIiI;inklmwlion?
R.... pracea..
.........
-'
R....... ftannIIiDn. Whal:doeslhisiNonnalion
_."'" ........ --
IIMlP?
~Itl, ............... Ooe$ 1t'is W'f til my 1Oflie?
E - ....... Wbat~eanldrawlnIm !his dcirrnUan?
001h....-..1tI.~1
".."
EstabIish&l'ldprep.u1 Clloase~.bma1. Howshaulcll~l_lI"
anappnlpiaclformat
---
inIoflNlion?
E
;and pRum ll'Hl ......... Wh~ Iarmats an I ....?
infOtmaDon. Ph.... infomIciotl. Who is trr'f auoi....,.?
R.-Mw process. Do,. ll'IllcrtNll tItI.... chOMn
d.arl)'and~.I"'YprU'nI
lh,infQtm&!io,,?
D O""'''''''llhs
Eva!uallpradud. H~ I anaiflltdmyobjKtiv..'
,flKlivI"luollhl evaJullIlstrategi.. UIdskill.u.IId, Whit have J ac:complishsd?
whole ptoc.... R...,;..... ~u. How c:ln I ilTlpfO\'l?
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The EFFECTIVE Model for Planning Resource-based
Learning
CarefuJ planning is fimdamc:atal (Q soc:cessful resoun::e·based leaming, for
bothshon.u:nnacri.vitiesaDdlona:-termintegratedlhemcs.. TlJDCconstraints
andlhescbednlingof~penonnel.andspacedictare weU«ganjzcd.
advanced plaaaing throogh all phases of the lcami.ng experience. To
faciliwesystt:aWicpla.wriJ:l.g.tbeEFFECIlVEModclforPla:nningR.esource.
based Learning bas been adapted from cuxrent insttuetioda1 development
modeJs, specifically from Teaching and Media (Gerlach and Ely) and
Instructional Media (Heinrich, Melinda, and Russell).
EFFECITVE Model
for Planning Resource-Based Learning
l~th8plan.
V Veritylh;Jtlaaminglsoa:urring.
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Cooperative Model for Planning and Teaching
Resource:based lcaming can"occur in a single classroom and be organized
and guided by a single tcaehcr. However. to CIlSUrC that leaming strUcg:ies
and slcills are inu:.gr.ued systematically into the curriculum, all those
involved in planning lczmingcxpericnces at thc schoollcvcl can benefit by
working togctba. In schools with ac:ccss to alearning resource teacher,
c1usroomteachers can workwitb this individaal toplan. develop, implement,
and evaluate resource-based learning eX?Criences.
'This flexible process allows the reacher to structure units ofsrudy around the
educational needsofindividual smdenu_ Learning experiences are designed
using a vuiety of resources and locations. taking into consideration the
different learning styles and needs of the smdenl$.
'The leaming resource teaehcrcan cotlaibme to all phases ofthe process both
as a tc3.cha and a facilitator. Together. the classroom teachu and learning
resource teaehcr will:
• dctennillC the leaming StnlCgies and skills to ~ included in a unit;
• selcctappropriateresource:s;
• set up learning experiences to meet the objectives of the unit;
• guide and monitor stUdent progress through the learning experience:
• evaluate nudent achievement of learning skills:
• evaluate the effectiveness of the resOUICCS and activities used..
Resource-based leaming focuses on the student and learning. Idc3Jly,
tea.chers will work. together to plan and implement learning experiences.
SkiHs required for independent le:uning will be taught as an integra! part of
the cwriculum. Where there are learning resource teachers, they will work.
cooperatively with otheneachen to enSlm: tbecoordination and teaching of
the leaming strategies and slci.lls.




